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Abstract
Extraction steam turbines are frequently used in cogeneration as well as industrial power
plants. In this kind of turbines, large amounts of steam are extracted at an intermediate
pressure level. To fix the extraction pressure level, it is necessary to control the low pressure
turbine downstream of the steam extraction point. Usually, throttle valves or nozzle group
controls with relatively large flow areas are used for this purpose. It is of great importance to
perform the steam turbine control at minimum additional losses. Therefore, the rotary valves
could be considered as an alternative concept for controlling of steam mass flow rate. In this
design, nozzle blades of low pressure stage located directly downstream of the extraction
point have adjustable leading edges that can adapt the geometry of the blades cascade for
changing flow conditions. Meanwhile, detailed information on this concept in the open
literature is very limited.
Hence, the objective of the present work is to perform detailed numerical, experimental and
analytical fluid dynamics investigations on a generic rotary valve. In this way, flow
characteristics of the design, including exit flow angle, exit flow velocity, static and total
pressure coefficients and loss coefficient, are investigated throughout the study for different
closing positions of rotary valve. Consequently, based on the results of work, a semiempirical model for calculation of loss coefficient as well as an approximation for exit flow
angle is suggested.

Kurzfassung
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Industriekraftwerken verwendet. Aus dieser Art von Turbinen werden große Mengen an
Wasserdampf auf einem mittleren Druckniveau entnommen. Um das Entnahmedruckniveau
festzulegen ist es notwendig, dass die Niederdruck-Turbine stromabwärts von der Dampfentnahmestelle gesteuert wird. Normalerweise werden Drosselventile oder DüsengruppenSteuerungen mit relativ großen Strömungsquerschnitten für diesen Zweck verwendet. Es ist
das Ziel, dass die Steuerung der Dampfturbine ein Minimum an zusätzlichen Verlusten
verursacht. Daher könnten Drehschieber als alternatives Konzept zum Steuern des DampfMassenstroms betrachtet werden. Bei dieser Konstruktion haben die Leitschaufeln der
Niederdruckstufe, die direkt stromabwärts der Entnahmestelle liegen, verschiebbare
Vorderkanten. Dadurch kann die Geometrie der Schaufelgitter zur Veränderung der
Strömungsbedingungen angepasst werden. Derzeit sind detaillierte Informationen zu diesem
Konzept in den Veröffentlichungen sehr selten.
Es ist das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit, detaillierte numerische, experimentelle und
analytische strömungsdynamische Untersuchungen für einen generischen Drehschieber
durchzuführen. Darin werden die Strömungseigenschaften des Designs, einschließlich der
Abströmwinkel, der Abströmgeschwindigkeit, die Koeffizienten für den statischen und den
Totaldruck

sowie

Drehschiebers

der

Verlustbeiwert

für

unterschiedliche

Schließpositionen

des

untersucht. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen dieser Arbeit wird ein semi-

empirisches Modell für die Berechnung des Verlustbeiwertes sowie eine Näherung für den
Abströmwinkel vorgeschlagen.
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1

Introduction and Motivation

Turbomachines are widely used nowadays through the world as power generators, mechanical
drives, aircraft and marine engines. The demand for turbomachines is now continuously
increasing. Among turbomachines, the steam turbines have been widely employed during the
past decades for power generation and primer moving due to their high efficiencies and low
costs. Industrial steam turbines are the typical feature of generator-drive steam turbines for
combined heat and power applications. In these systems, steam at lower pressure is extracted
from the steam turbine and used directly in a process or for district heating. It can also be
converted to other forms of thermal energy including hot or chilled water. The turbine may
drive an electric generator or equipment such as boiler feed-water pumps, process pumps, air
compressors and refrigeration chillers. Turbines as industrial drivers are almost a single
casing machine, either single stage or multistage, condensing or non-condensing depending
on steam conditions and the value of the steam. They can operate at a single speed to drive an
electric generator or operate over a wide range of speed to drive a compressor. For industrial
applications, steam turbines should be generally of simpler single casing design and less
complicated for reliability and cost reasons.
For non-condensing applications, steam is exhausted from the turbine at a pressure and
temperature sufficient for the CHP heating application. Industrial steam turbine systems are
very commonly found in paper mills as there is usually a variety of waste fuels from hog fuel
to black liquor recovery. Chemical plants are the next most common industrial user of steam
turbines especially in process facilities of oil and gas. There are a variety of other industrial
applications including the food industry, particularly sugar mills. There are commercial
applications as well. Many universities and hospitals have CHP generating systems with
steam turbines [2].
Here an extraction steam turbine is proposed wherein the extracted steam before low pressure
part of the turbine may be used for process purposes.
Considering widely application of these turbines, it is of utmost importance to increase the
efficiency of turbine as high as possible. Even a very small improvement in efficiency results
in high economic savings when considering the operation hours per year, the long operation
times of turbine and its consumption of primary energy. Additionally the increasing cost of
the manufacture and maintenance of turbine has also encouraged the development of more
effective systems to increase the life of the turbine and decrease the maintenance costs.
In this way, it could be realized that for a given steam condition and needed extraction
pressures, the overall turbine efficiency can only be improved by increasing the efficiency of
1
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the individual components. Therefore, it is very important to keep the steam flow energy
losses at a low level as possible.
In order to use the existing energy of the steam efficiently, turbomachine designs with low
losses, high efficiency and desirable performance are needed.
As the loss mechanisms in turbomachines are very complex and the full scale tests are rarely
possible, the losses must be predicted by using empirical models. This prediction with
empirical loss models will yield useful indications about the losses breakdown and about the
way to follow in the optimizations.
In order to apply the loss models properly, it is required to investigate the different effective
flow characteristics considering the physical concepts.
Among the most important components which determine the performance and efficiency of
an extraction turbine, is for sure the control system of extraction in low pressure part.
Therefore, increasing the performance of the extraction control is certainly an objective that is
very promising when trying to increase the efficiency and performance of the turbine. In most
cases, control valves have shown basically reliable and sophisticated operation through
control of the extraction parameters. But expensive and complex construction, requirements
of external actuating, necessity of auxiliary housing to install, high flow loss due to throttling
and need to maintenance should not be obviously underestimated. However, using of rotary
valves as an alternative control element could be considered to represent improved flow
conditions, simple construction, easily function and smaller sizes for installation even lower
steam flow losses during mass flow controlling in the turbine. Research works aimed at
studying the flow characteristics of rotary valves such as aerodynamics losses and exit flow
angle of the nozzle blades and hence improving the steam turbine efficiency have not
attracted great deals of attention till now. Just limited amounts of such works have been found
in open literature of 1960 decade in form of feasible invention and/or raw idea [36].
Nowadays different applicable approaches mainly computational fluid dynamics, cascade
measurements and analytical study are applied in parallel to reach the best accurate results.
Meanwhile the objective of this thesis is to make a detailed systematic analysis of flow
parameters in rotary valve which is conducted to a semi-empirical loss model as well as a
prediction for exit flow angle in various positions of the valve in mass flow control. This work
has been performed by starting from focusing on flow characteristics predictions of the flow
at the mean line of blade height, which is a normal procedure for performance analysis and
flow path design. Forgoing procedure is completed also by investigating of flow parameters
on the blade surfaces to have more accurate results. The required data are taken from
2
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experiments and CFD simulations in different conditions of flow blockage which are
combined with an approximated analytical approach. The good agreement of suggested
prediction models with calculated results and experimental data would be helpful for further
reliable analysis, design and construction procedure of rotary valve.

3

2

Control of Industrial Steam Turbines

Industrial steam turbines represent one of the largest populations of prime movers in the
world. They are found in many industries and utilized in a variety of applications. This section
outlines the fundamentals of industrial steam turbine control that are encountered throughout
the world.

2.1 Industrial Extraction Steam Turbines
Fundamentally there are two basic types of steam turbines: 1) condensing and 2) backpressure as shown in Figure 2.1. Condensing turbines operate with exhaust pressures less than
atmospheric pressure, while back pressure turbines operate with exhaust pressures equal to or
greater than atmospheric pressure. As a general rule, condensing turbines tend to be larger in
physical size as well as output power. Back-pressure turbines are smaller in physical size than
an equivalent condensing unit and usually operate at much higher rotational speeds due to
efficiency considerations. A hybrid of the basic condensing or back-pressure turbine is the
extraction or induction turbine.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a) Condensing and b) Back-Pressure Turbines [31]

Extraction turbines get their name from the fact that steam is extracted at an intermediate
point in the turbine casing, at a higher pressure. The extracted steam is utilized for some
process requirements within the plant. Extraction turbines can be either condensing or backpressure, depending on the particular application. By extracting steam from the turbine it’s
avoided to use a pressure reducing valve which is much less efficient. Therefore, an extraction
turbine becomes the pressure let-down station for the plant in effect. Extraction/back-pressure
4
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turbines (Figure 2.2) are particularly effective when two or three process steam requirements
exist.

Figure 2.2: Extraction Condensing Turbine [31]

Induction turbines work opposite their extraction counterparts. Instead of removing steam, the
induction turbine receives steam into an intermediate stage of the turbine. The induction
steam mixes with the steam in the turbine and increases the total steam flow through the
remainder of the turbine. The induction steam is added to the turbine at a point where the
steam pressures closely match. The induction steam enters the turbine as a by-product of some
process within the plant. It is a way to get additional work out of the steam prior to returning
to the condensate system. Induction turbines are generally condensing units (Figure 2.3);
however, they could be back-pressure turbines if the exhaust steam is demanded.

Figure 2.3: Induction Turbine [31]

In combined heat and power engineering, the installed power of a cogeneration turbine
constitutes a considerable part of the total electric power. Therefore, it is a real challenge to
increase the thermal efficiency and reliability of the operation. A diversity of operational
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regimes is a characteristic of extraction turbines. These regimes can be subdivided into the
following three categories:
(i) With condensing;
(ii) Operating according to the heat supply demand;
and
(iii) Operating according to the electricity demand with the independent setting of electric and
heat loads

An extremely variable regime of operation of the low-pressure flow path is a consequence of
such diversity. In this connection, an increase in the thermal efficiency of an extraction
turbine unit may be attained primarily through optimization of the design and the provision of
the most economic regimes of the low-pressure part (LPP) operation.
When cogeneration turbines operate according to the heat supply demand, the better thermal
efficiency is achieved by reducing heat losses in the cold source through minimization of the
steam flow rate through LPP and other steam–water flows directed into the condenser or by
useful utilization of this heat in the bundles built into the condenser. In certain periods,
cogeneration turbines operate according to an electricity demand with independent setting of
heat and electric loads. Such regimes are characterized by passing a certain amount of steam
through the LPP, with the steam flow rate being varied in a wide range as a function of the
electric and heat loads. When this happens, the level of steam pressure in extraction is
connected with the heat load (i.e., it is determined by a temperature schedule of the heatsupply network) and is virtually independent of the steam flow rate in the LPP. It is apparent
that, under these conditions, the thermal efficiency of the turbine is determined by the internal
relative LPP efficiency which depends on many operational factors. In particular, in
extraction turbines, in contrast to the condensation ones, the efficiency of the LPP is affected
not only by the steam flow rate and its initial and final parameters but also by the degree of
opening the control stage, it is due to the specific features of operation of the first stage of the
LPP under different degrees of the flow pass opening. It is also necessary to note that in these
regimes for the LPP of extraction turbines there is no connection between the available heat
drop and the steam flow rate. All these lead to the fact that while operating according to the
electric demand, the efficiency of LPP varies in a very wide range depending not only on the
electrical load, but on the heat load as well. On the whole, the thermal efficiency of a
cogeneration turbine unit decreases as the steam flow rate into the condenser increases. At the
same time, the internal relative efficiency of the LPP which is determined by the aerodynamic
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perfection of the flow path, increases and reaches maximum values in fully condensing
regimes (i.e., with a completely open flow passage) [35].
While designing cogeneration turbines, in choosing the LPP profile (the number of stages,
their geometrical characteristics and dimensions of the last stage) the regime with a
volumetric steam flow rate is taken as the rated one. This flow rate is corresponded to the
nominal electrical load in purely condensation mode of operation with a comparatively high
vacuum in the condenser.
Under actual conditions of operation during the heating demand, the LPP operates with a
reduced passage of steam into the condenser with partially opened control flow passages
which are normally used. Under these conditions, the last stages operate with a small heat
drop and at a low efficiency and generate a rather small useful power. In some regimes, they
even consume the power.
During more electrical power requirement, even operating in the regimes with completely
opened control passages, the generation of power by the last stage is, as a rule, also
substantially lower than the rated one. It is due to the higher pressure in the condenser as
compared to the nominal one, and determined by the temperature of the circulation water,
especially when a circulation water-supply system is used. In addition, in this situation,
cogeneration turbines are also frequently operated with a reduced steam flow rate in the LPP
because of the presence of a heat load for hot-water supply. These circumstances lead to the
fact that the last stages of extraction turbines operate virtually during the whole operation
under non optimal conditions with off-design volumetric steam flow rates. In general, to
ensure a higher thermal efficiency of the turbine units within a wide range of the regimes of
operation, the selection of the LPP type (the number of stages, height of the working blades of
the last stage, etc.) also designing of an applicable control stage method through first nozzle
row of LPP with low loss should be performed while taking into account the regimes of
operation with respect to both electric and heat loads and the temperature of the circulation
water [34].

2.2 General Control Variables
Industrial steam turbines can be controlled in a variety of ways depending on the application
in question. However, all the possible control options can be categorized into one of the
following general areas: [31]
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• Speed control
• Load control
• Turbine parameters
• Driven-equipment/process parameters
• Process parameters
2.2.1 Turbine Parameters
There are four primary turbine-related parameters that are sometimes controlled as part of the
turbine control system in addition to speed and/or load. In all four cases these relate to steam
pressure; they are:
• Inlet pressure
• Extraction pressure
• Induction pressure
• Exhaust pressure
2.2.1.1 Inlet-Pressure Control
Inlet pressure is controlled by manipulating the inlet governor valve(s). In order to accomplish
this, an output signal must be sent to the actuator via the control system. To control inlet
pressure, a bias is applied to the speed control loop that relates to inlet-pressure versus set
point values, whereby the governor-valve position needs to be opened in order to increase
inlet pressure.
2.2.1.2 Extraction-Pressure Control
There are two ways for extraction of steam from one or more intermediate stages as:
a) By uncontrolled extraction where the pressure at the intermediate stage of the steam flow is
defined through the subsequent blade cascade
b) By controlled extraction where the pressure at the intermediate stage is kept constant by
means of a downstream throttle device
For uncontrolled extraction in partial load range generally one or more high pressure levels
are required to switch. But as an exception for feed water preheating, a constant steam
pressure is usually required. The uncontrolled extraction is easier and cheaper than the
controlled extraction, but has its limits. The required pressure for high volume amount of
extraction as well as low steam flow could not be long time continued [24].
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The control system of an extraction turbine plays an important role in determining the overall
performance and reliability of the unit. An extraction turbine can be considered as being
composed of two (or more) separate turbines operating in series. Automatic-extraction
turbines can be found in three configurations; single, double, and triple. Single extraction is
the most common (Figure 2.4), while double extraction isn’t very common. Triple extraction
units are rare, but some exist. For purposes of this work the focus will be on single extraction
turbines, since they are the most prevalent.
Extraction-control valves are very similar to inlet control valve(s). Extraction valves control
the flow of steam to the downstream stages of the turbine. Another way to view extraction
control is that extraction valves regulate flow to the remainder of the turbine in an effort to
maintain constant back-pressure at the exhaust of the preceding section.
The key to successful operation of extraction turbines is a control system which provides
stable control of two parameters. The two parameters are usually speed/load and extraction
pressure. Changing the position of the inlet or extraction valves affects both speed/load and
extraction pressure. If speed/load or extraction demand changed, both inlet and extractionvalve positions must be changed to re-establish speed/load and extraction set points.
However, with generator drives in which load swings are acceptable, another parameter can
be controlled (inlet or exhaust pressure) in addition to extraction pressure. The governor for
an extraction turbine must control (ratio) the inlet valves and the extraction valves in such a
manner that both speed/load and extraction pressure is held at the desired levels.

Figure 2.4: Scheme of an Extraction Condensing Steam Turbine [42]
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Extraction Steam Map

The steam map for an extraction turbine contains the data necessary to maintain proper
control of the turbine. The steam map is a graphical description of the operating range of an
extraction turbine. The map is often called a steam envelope, since normal turbine operation
must be contained within the envelope lines. A typical extraction map can be seen in
Figure 2.5.
The lines on the envelope define the operating characteristics of the turbine. This map is also
utilized to define the inlet (HP) valve to extraction (LP) valve relationships. In addition, the
map helps to define the limits the control which must keep the turbine from exceeding. The
axis of the steam map represent power output along the horizontal, and throttle steam flow (or
inlet valve position) along the vertical.
The first boundary line on the extraction map is the maximum throttle (inlet) flow line,
referred to as HP=1 line, because this line represents the point at which the inlet (HP) valve is
at full open, which means the turbine is passing the maximum steam flow allowed with the
design steam conditions.
The second boundary line is the maximum generator power line, referred to as S=1. This line
represents the maximum generator power output of the turbine with design steam
conditions [31].
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Figure 2.5: Extraction Map [31]

The next boundary line on the map is the maximum exhaust flow line, or LP=1. This line
represents a real limit of the turbine in which greater exhaust flows would cause the turbine to
operate at higher exhaust pressures. This line is also called the "pressure rise line", because
operation to the right of this line will cause the turbine exhaust pressure to rise. Usually a
limiter is applied to keep the turbine from operating outside this line. This means the turbine
will be throttled back until the turbine returns to the area within the map.
The next boundary line is the zero extraction flow line, or P=0. This represents the throttle
flow from minimum load to maximum exhaust flow, with no extraction steam flow demand.
This also means the extraction (LP) valve would be fully open, hence P=0.
The minimum power line is the next and is referred to S=min. The final boundary line is
minimum exhaust flow, or LP=0. This line represents the combination of throttle and
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extraction flow, and associated power output, when minimum steam flow passes to the
exhaust section of the turbine. In all turbines there must be a minimum amount of steam
flowing through the exhaust in order to avoid overheating this section of the turbine. In effect,
the extraction (LP) valve would be fully closed, so LP=0 [31].
Within the body of the map, bordered by the boundary lines just mentioned, are the
combinations of throttle and extraction flow that result in various power output levels.

2.3

Control Mechanisms

2.3.1 Throttle Control
The easiest way to reduce the total steam flow is the throttling of it before entry into the
blades cascade. The arrangement of the turbine schematic is shown in Figure 2.6. A quickacting safety valve is always arranged on the entering of the turbine, which gets self-closed by
the command of limit switches.

Figure 2.6: Arrangement of Throttle Control [42]

SV … Quick-closing safety valve
RV … Regulating (Control) valve

It can be assumed that the pressure is held in upstream of the turbine at a constant value of
thus, it should be reduced to a value of

. Since during the throttling

and based on STODOLA’s cone law, the relationship between required parameters is
described as
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Where

,

and

are respectively steam flow rate, the discharge coefficient and specific

volume of steam.
Also related diagrams are presented in the following Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Diagrams for Throttle Control
a) Variation of Throttle Pressure
; b) Mass Flow Rate in Control Valve Cross-section; c) Control
Valve Cross-section [42]

is the throat area of control valve, shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Control Valve with Throttle Cone [42]

In h-s diagram, Figure 2.9, due to throttle in the control valve, the starting point of the
expansion in the turbine shifts from
to , although the heat value of

to

and the heat drop in the turbine is reduced from

was available at initial state of steam. Therefore, the

internal efficiency considering partial load is
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Figure 2.9: Change of the State Characteristics by Throttle Control [42]

Because of the internal efficiency reduction, the throttle control in this simple form is used
only rarely [42].
2.3.2 Nozzle Group Control
In turbine plants which are operating with a constant steam pressure before the turbine,
normally the nozzle group control method is considered. In this method the throttle operations
are made just to control the mass flow rate. This results in a better part load efficiency. This
mentioned design is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.10 which has the multiple partial
admission control stage as several parallel single-stages [22].

Figure 2.10: Scheme of Nozzle Governing (Four Groups of Nozzles) [22]

It’s possible to operate several groups of nozzles which are feed by separate valves; therefore,
this method is commonly used in industrial steam turbines also as a partial admission control
stage in impulse or Curtis stage.
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It is shown in Figure 2.11 that by using of four nozzle groups, the fluid flow diagram shows
the lines

and the relationships between the nozzle exit pressure

and mass flow

rate for one to four numbers of the opened nozzle groups.

Figure 2.11: Operating Points in Nozzle Group Control (Four Groups of Nozzles) [42]

The expansion in chamber control stage to pressure of
downstream from

to

and also the expansion in turbine

for both states with

and

are

shown in Figure 2.11.
It should be noted that, throttling affects only a portion of the total mass flow. Thus, the better
efficiency at part load can be seen in h-s diagram in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Expansion Curves in Throttling Points [42]

Figure 2.13 shows a back pressure turbine including nozzle group control as well.
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Figure 2.13: A Typical Back Pressure Turbine with Nozzle Group Control [44]

As an advantage for this method, the throttle operations could be made just to a small part of
the mass flow rate which corresponds to other operation points of nozzle governing in
Figure 2.11. Depending on the mass flow demand, these points would represent new
intermediate location between

and

.

2.3.3 Adaptive Control
Cogeneration of electric energy and heat in heat and power turbines requires application of
adaptive control to adapt them to variable operating conditions. The main element of adaptive
control is the so-called adaptive stage (AS) of flexible geometry located directly downstream
of the extraction point. This flexible geometry enables reduction of the mass flow rate in the
blades cascade without a reduction of pressure drop and without a significant increase of
enthalpy losses. Thus, the full available pressure drop is used in the blades cascade.
Expansions beyond the blades cascade, involving a loss of turbine power and giving rise to
uncertainty in operation of the exit diffuser, are avoided.
In a typical design of adaptive stage, the nozzles have movable leading edges blocking part of
the blade-to-blade passage if necessary, thus reducing the mass flow rate (see the left hand
side, A, of Figure 2.14). This stage is also called throttling nozzles or rotary valve [25].
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Figure 2.14: Rotary Valve (Nozzles with Movable Leading Edges) [44]

Another idea of adaptive stage with movable (rotated) trailing edge has been patented. This
design is also called a flap nozzle and is presented in the left side, B, of Figure 2.15.
Compared with the design with movable leading edges; it maintains the continuity of shape of
the blade profile even at very low levels of opening [26]. However, other construction with
completely rotated blades is also shown in the right side of Figure 2.15 [3].

Figure 2.15: Flap Nozzles (left) with Rotating Trailing Edges and Completely Rotating Nozzle Blades
(right) [3], [26]

Adaptive control using nozzles with movable leading edges is considered in this work.
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Rotary Sliding Valves

3.1 Types and Application
The high flow volume in low pressure part of extraction steam turbines is necessarily
motivating to a special solution for optimization of low pressure control stage whereby high
reliability and high efficiency is pursued. For this purpose, using the classic control stage
mainly regulating valve is common, since the valves are highly reliable and easy to install
also they have an exact operative mechanism. In addition, progressive improvement in
development of valve technology makes sense to use such valves for steam flow control. Also
valve is especially a very common used device for throttle control as well as nozzle group
control in partial-load. However in single casing turbines, where for example the steam
extraction for heating purposes is needed, the condition is different because using valve to
control the extraction pressure leads to complex structures and mainly inadequate flow
conditions which results in negative effect on the cost, size and efficiency. In this case, it’s
reasonable to replace the adjustable guide blade for control stage which could be able to
regulate the flow through the circumferential passage. It’s usually required to a relatively leak
proof closing slider which steam flow to the low pressure part would be kept as low and not
exceeded than 7% of the nominal flow [18].
A special type of this alternative construction entitled rotary sliding valves could be suitable,
wherein the slider can be integrated with blade ring through the equatorial cut of the blade,
e.g. shown in Figure 3.1 as the front part.
In order to control the flow rate (see Figure 3.1) the width of half pitch is assumed as the flow
passage to be closed by the sliding front part. The mentioned solution is robust, easy to use
and reliable. Different types of this alternative method have been patented since 1966.
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Figure 3.1: Single Sketch of Rotary Sliding Valve [18]

The mean supposing problems for all types of rotary valves are generally high temperatures
and no way to lubricate them which may lead to undesirable deformation also corrosion
effects. Two main types of rotary valves, i.e. axial and radial types are described in the
following.
3.1.1 Axial Rotary Valves
Particular attention is paid to the axial rotary valve. A typical structure of a turbine with axial
rotary valve is shown in Figure 3.2, as described in an article by Speicher and Mietsch [36].
The rotary valve is arranged so that the coming steam from high-pressure stage of the turbine
flows directly into the rotary valve. This offers the advantage that the kinetic energy of the
steam especially in case of throttle control can be maintained also the low-pressure turbine is
always available for energy conversion.
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Figure 3.2: Extraction Turbine with Axial Rotary Valve [36]

Axial rotary valve can be principally implemented as a throttle control as well as nozzle group
control. By throttle controlling, all of the flow cross-section is opened and closed
simultaneously, but by increasing the numbers of profile discontinuities which caused by the
closing process, the throttling effect on the total steam mass flow is affectedly applied.
Comparing with control valve, these throttling effects are preferred in the special shape of the
flow channel thus, the rotary valve has a higher efficiency. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic
structure of this valve type from the ABB patented by Geist and Jürke [16]. The rotary valve
basically consists of a rotating ring (1) and an immovable fixed ring (2) with the respective
flow channels (1a) and (2a).

Figure 3.3: Schematic of Axial Rotary Valve for Throttling [16]
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Through rotation of rotary ring (1) from the neutral position, the coverage of flow channel in
the fixed ring (2a) increases which leads to decreasing of the mass flow.
Using rotary valve in a nozzle group control system (see Figure 3.4), the flow cross-sections
are staggered [14]. Here these cut blades are not displaced against each other, but through one
slider, the separated nozzle channels are completely or partially opened. The rotary ring (1) is
provided with at least two opposite radial control slots (1a). The underlying channel body (2)
has several channel inputs (2a) which are located on the same orbits as the control slots. If the
two orbits are in different radial distances, the rotary valve would be closed through a
completely 180° rotation.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of Axial Rotary Valve for Nozzle Group Control [14]

In partial load condition just the necessary numbers of inputs channels will be fully exposed.
For operation states which are between the part-load operating points, each sector is only
partially opened by the rotary valve and exposed to a given portion of the mass flow.
Therefore, this partial mass flow is only supposed to additional throttling losses which can be
kept in a given range. Meanwhile, as the number of exposed sectors, i.e. opened sectors,
increased, these additional losses get smaller. In this design type, to ensure a better
temperature distribution for the casing and the subsequent stator, an opposite opening of the
channels is applied. Hereby good partial load efficiencies are achieved like nozzle group
control by valve.
To reach in partial load points (points of valve) with as possible low-loss, it is
reasonable to use different sector sizes. More valve points with good efficiency could be
approached through combining the various sectors as well.
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3.1.2 Radial Rotary Valve
This type of rotary valve could be also applied for throttle control or nozzle group control
system. Principally the fluid medium is radial passed and regulated. Schematic of a radial
rotary valve acting as throttle control is shown in Figure 3.5 [36].

Figure 3.5: Schematic of Radial Rotary Valve for Throttling [36]

Figure 3.6 shows a radial rotary valve design for nozzle group control [14]. Control slots with
axial offset are observed in the rotating ring (1). The channel body (2), similar to Figure 3.4,
includes again several channel inputs with side by side arrangement (2a) which are opened
according to valve position. Both control slots could be applied for completely closing
wherein the control direction is rotated as 180°.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of Radial Rotary Valve for Nozzle Group Control [14]
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In this work, a simple design of axial rotary valve is defined and is accurately studied from
fluid dynamics view. Other regulating devices with better efficiency, e.g. the guide blades
with adjustable (rotatable) trailing edge (Lampart and Puzyrewski [25]) have been already
presented, but their construction cost is significantly higher; they are also more complex.
Since using of each additional component might lead to the problems in a turbine which will
force a shutdown for inspection or repair, therefore it’s pursued a simple construction of axial
rotary valve whereby the flow energy is preserved. Furthermore it is preferred from the view
point of verification and reduction of technical problems which may cause efficiency
decreasing.
3.1.3 Recommended Optimization
In order to reduce the loss in the rotary valve several optimization ways have been suggested.
Some of them are presented in the following.
One way to improve the efficiency could be the idea of "continuously variable guide
channel”. Figure 3.7 shows some possible cuts of the guide blade profile wherein the outer
shape namely the throttling channel could be changed on demand. Both parts can move
towards or outwards the other one. Variants c and d show better steam flow control and
significantly better flow characteristics, although the structural complexity is feasible but not
so easy [37].

Figure 3.7: Possible Cuts of Guide Blade Profiles for Rotary Valve [37]

The inner sealing of profiles in variants c and d should be obviously ensured. It can be applied
using e.g. a flexible cover plate as shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Rotary Valve with Additional Cover Plate for Geometry Optimization [37]

Other invented method by Siemens [15] is a rotary valve according to Figure 3.9. This rotary
valve has the particularity that the maximum efficiency is achieved in the partial load range.
Depending on the design of the channels in the fixed ring, the maximum efficiency is
achieved approximately at half load. In other partial loads, the efficiency reduction is also
low.

Figure 3.9: Rotary Valve with Optimized Partial Load Efficiency [15]

3.2 Cascade Design
3.2.1 Blade Selection
In the first step, 10 different blades coordinates were selected by literature survey on the
turbines blades. The main idea was the availability of the blade coordinates. Subsequently, the
requirement of suitable profile shape for steam turbines, mainly possibility for using the blade
as a stator (guide) blade, was considered. Therefore, 5 options were neglected (out of 10).
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The remaining blades were T100 [43], Yamamoto [48], Perdichizzi [30] and so called No.6
[10] blades. Zweifel criterion was considered to select the optimum cascade geometry. This
criterion consists of the blades cascade parameters as pitch length, axial chord length as well
as inlet and exit flow angles. The Zweifel coefficient for each blades cascade was investigated
as

where:
: Pitch length
: Axial chord length
: Inlet flow angle
: Exit flow angle
: Zweifel coefficient which should be between 0.8 and 1.2 for optimum blades cascade
geometry.
The calculated coefficients for 5 geometries were approximately in the same range. Since the
pitch length of the purposed geometry should be equal to or less than cut length on the blade
to make the complete closing of the flow passage therefore, T100 blade with pitch length of
80 mm was selected. Also this blade has a suitable profile turning shape and proper leading
edge radius to fulfill the condition of required mentioned blockage for flow.
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3.2.2 Cascade Dimensions
Blades of the desired size and shape were assembled in a straight line according to the
cascade required in two different fixing and moving parts. In order to assemble the
blades, pitch length and stagger angle

was defined. The cascade nomenclature used in this

study is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Table 3.1 gives also a summary of relevant design parameters.

Parameter

size

Axial chord length,
(mm)

73.05

Chord length,
(mm)

100

Span, (mm)

150

Throat,

(mm)

Pitch, (mm)

80

Ratio of pitch to
axial chord ,
(-)

1.1

Solidity,
(-)

Figure 3.10: Cascade Nomenclature

26.74

1.25

Aspect ratio,
(-)

1.5

Stagger angle,
(°)

51.5

Exit flow angle,
(°)

19.53

Table 3.1: Cascade Design Parameters

In order to use in the measurement process seven similar blades manufactured from
aluminium were used in construction the cascade. The non moving assembly part of the
cascade could be fixed on the test section of the wind tunnel.
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3.2.3 Blade Cutting
The main idea to define the cut line position on the blade is coming from compatibility
condition between moving part and fixed part of the blades in critical condition i.e. fully
closed passage. In other words, the maximum deflections of fixed and moving parts should be
identical to justify the mentioned compatibility. Fixed and moving parts of the blades are
shown in Figure 3.11 for fully closed position of blades cascade.

Figure 3.11: Blades Cascade in Fully Closed Position

Pressure difference between upstream and downstream of blades cascade causes an axial
force which leads to deflection in both fixed and moving parts. Bending deflections for both
parts are calculated with aim of the concept of simply supported beam under uniformly
distributed load.
A beam of uniform flexural stiffness

and span

is simply supported at its ends, Figure

3.12; it carries a uniformly distributed lateral load of
in the

per unit length which induces bending

plane only. Then the reactions at the ends are each equal to

from the end C, the bending moment at a distance
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fmax

Figure 3.12: Simply Supported Beam Carries a Uniformly Distributed Load

Then form equation 3.3 based on Euler-Bernoulli equation [17] which describes the
relationship between the beam's deflection and the applied bending moment as

where

is deflection.

On double integrating

Suppose

at the ends

and

; then

;

So equation 3.4 becomes
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Replacing

, the deflection at the mid-length of beam which is the maximum deflection

is calculated as

Refer to Figure 3.11 and assuming

for the higher pressure in upstream as well as

for the

lower pressure in downstream of blades cascade, the resulted acting force per unit length of
the fixed part as well as moving part could be calculated through the following equation as

where is pitch length.
As seen in equation 3.7, the axial forces which caused by pressure difference between
downstream and upstream of blades cascade are identical for fixed part and moving part.
The same maximum bending deflections for fixed and moving parts is considered for
compatibility condition, i.e.

Thus, refer to equation 3.6 for equal suppose length to pressure difference, mainly for blade’s
length , compatibility condition addresses an equal second moment of inertia for fixed and
moving part, i.e.

It means that the geometrical situation of cut line should be defined through equalization of
between two parts. In this way, the purpose cut line on T100 blade was defined with aim of
SolidWorks software [7]. So the position of blade cutting line can be seen in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Position of Blade Cutting Line

horizontal distance from the blade’s centroid.

The cutting line should be located at

The section properties of fixed and moving parts are also presented in Table 3.2 wherein the
same second moment of inertia relative to Y axis i.e. Iyy in amount of 96240.23 mm4 is seen as
the decision criteria for both parts.

Section Properties

Moving Part

Fixed Part

A= 1106.78

A= 1060.28

Ixx = 111767.99

Ixx = 296774.02

Iyy = 96240.23

Iyy = 96240.23

Ixy = -8869.65

Ixy = -134303.98

Centroid relative to blade

X = -14.49

X = 15.13

origin (mm)

Y = -8.97

Y = 9.36

Ip=208008.22

Ip=393014.26

2

Area (mm )
Moments of inertia of each part,
at its centroid (mm4)

Polar moment of inertia of each
part, at the centroid (mm4)
Angle between principal axes

65.60

and blade’s axes ( ° )

63.37

Principal moments of inertia of

Imin = 92216.46

Imin = 28903.40

each part, at the centroid (mm4)

Imax = 115791.75

Imax = 364110.86

Table 3.2: Section Properties of Cut Blade
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CFD Simulation

4.1 Modeling
Numerical analysis of the flow in blades cascade requires mesh file with all the boundary
conditions which will be used in simulation process. In this study, this file for each closing
position of blades cascade was the combination of two blades with their boundaries and 2D
mesh generated using Gambit version 2.4.6 mesh generation software which forms the
calculation domain. The mesh file was exported from Gambit to use in flow analysis applying
ANSYS Fluent version 13.0.0.
4.1.1 Blades Cascade Geometry
The annular cascade was simplified into linear cascade for the ease of computational
modeling. It reduced the complex geometry and made modeling easy. Several researchers
tried 2D approach successfully for investigation of required parameters using blade to blade
mesh, because the grid generation simplifies and the number of the cells is reduced for this
type of mesh. Since the problem deals with aerodynamic losses due to boundary layer
vortices and formation of vortices downstream of the backward facing step, these effects
could be better experienced between two adjacent blades in the blades cascade for flow
analysis.
In this work, T100 blade was selected as a base. The blade geometry was being created by
SigmaPlot 11.0 software [6] respectively for each position of closing the blades cascade i.e.
fully opened, 5, 25, 50 and 75 percent closing towards pressure side and suction side as well
(see Figure 4.1). For this purpose, the blade data points were being used and the other blade
was being similarly duplicated applying pitch distance, i.e. 80 mm, between two blades.
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Figure 4.1: Relatively Closing of Blades Cascade

The resulted sketch for each case was being exported in “.dat” format for importing into
Gambit. The imported points were connected using NURBS lines and arc maker, so the edges
were created. The inlet and outlet of the computational domain were being moved
respectively away with 75 mm distance from the leading and trailing edges towards upstream
and downstream.
The geometrical data of the 2D blades cascade used in fully opened case were given
in Table 3.1.
The sketch of the 2D computational domain in fully opened position of the blades cascade is
shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Computational Domain for Blades Cascade in Fully Opened Position

Figure 4.3 illustrates the typical calculation domain for cases of closing towards pressure side
and suction side as well.

Figure 4.3: Computational Domain in Case of Closing the Blades Cascade towards
Pressure Side (left) and Suction Side (right)
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4.1.2 Meshing the Models
For controlling mesh density and, thereby, to control the amount of information available
from the computational model in specific regions, the spacing of mesh node rows in regions
immediately adjacent to wall edges should be specifically defined.
Since the flow velocity gradients are larger in the region immediately adjacent to the walls, a
near wall mesh should be attached to the edges that represent the walls to increase the mesh
density near the walls. Thereby sufficient information is obtained to characterize the gradients
in the wall vicinity regions without substantially increasing the total number of mesh nodes in
the model.
However to fulfill the requirement of usage the logarithmic law of the wall in
model for Fluent calculation, the non-dimensional wall distance

turbulence

should be in the range of

which is directly related to the distance between the edge to which
the near wall mesh is attached and the first full row of mesh nodes. Therefore the height of the
first row of mesh elements should be carefully specified near the walls. It was obtaining in
this work by several trial and errors between mesh generation in Gambit and post processing
of the results after calculation to extract

in Fluent.

In cases of closing the blades cascade, especially for high degree of closing, the size of near
wall mesh was being controlled mainly through the parameters of first row height, growth
factor, number of rows and total depth as the size characteristics of the near wall mesh. Also
the wedge corner shape was being selected to determine the shape of the mesh in the region
surrounding corners those connect edges to which boundary layers are attached.
The edges were meshed in such a manner where size of the elements was reduced in the areas
where high pressure and velocity gradients were expected e.g. around leading edge and
trailing edges of the blades wherein the flow stagnation and the wake region are formed
respectively. Around the blades walls more cell points were used to control the cell height and
create sufficient boundary nodes in the vicinity of the walls.
To define the physical and operational characteristics of the models at their boundaries,
specified boundaries for a typical model are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Boundary Zones of a Typical Model (Relatively Closed Position of the Flow Channel)

The boundary-type specifications were determined according to Table 4.1.

Entity

Type

Entity

Type

Inlet

Pressure inlet

Pressure side 2(PS2)

Wall

Outlet

Pressure outlet

Pressure side 3(PS3)

Wall

Suction side 1(SS1)

Wall

Inlet periodic

Periodic

Suction side 2(SS2)

Wall

Outlet periodic 1

Periodic

Suction side 3(SS3)

Wall

Outlet periodic 2

Periodic

Pressure side 1(PS1)

Wall

Table 4.1: Boundary-Type Specifications
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The continuum-type in all models was determined as “FLUID “to define the physical
characteristics of the model within specified region of the computational domain.
To mesh the faces for all models, the shape of the elements was selected as “Quad” which
includes quadrilateral mesh elements and the pattern of mesh elements on the face was
selected as “Pave” which creates an unstructured grid of mesh elements.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the meshing of fully opened blades cascade:

Figure 4.5: Geometry and Meshing of Fully Opened Flow Channel

Since a high mesh quality is essential for good results of a CFD simulation, so mesh quality
for all models were investigating by mesh examine. It was performing by checking the
skewness of the elements in parallel through ”EquiAngle Skew“ values

. It is a

normalized measure of skewness which is defined as

where

and

of the element, and

are the maximum and minimum angles (in degrees) between the edges
is the characteristic angle corresponding to an equilateral cell of

similar form. For quadrilateral and hexahedral elements,
Table 4.2 outlines the overall relationship between
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Quality
Equilateral (Perfect)
excellent
good
fair
poor
very poor
degenerated
Table 4.2:

vs. Mesh Quality [5]

According to the methods of quality judgment, the meshes had acceptable quality. As an
average range for all created models in this work, more than 90 percent of the meshes
correspond to good and excellent quality ranges.
In the following, a typical mesh for relatively closing cascade towards pressure side can be
seen in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Meshing of Relatively Closed Cascade
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After modeling, the meshed geometries were subsequently exported in “.msh” format to be
used in Fluent software for computational process.

4.2 Numerical Calculation
A series of flow computations were carried out with the help of the computer code ANSYS
Fluent version 13.0.0 for fully opened and relatively closed passage of the flow as well.
As the first step for flow calculation in fully opened position, the turbulent flow of
incompressible viscous flow, subsequently the turbulent flow of compressible viscous gas was
modeled by 2D RANS equations with the perfect gas equation. Turbulence effects were
modeled using the standard, RNG and Realizable

models. Considering the scale of the

lowest error in total loss coefficient for comparison, simulation and experimental results for
fully opened case were investigated. Eventually, RNG compressible turbulence model was
selected for flow simulation in different closing positions of the blades cascade through next
steps.
4.2.1 Basis and Governing Equations
The governing equations show the mathematical representations of the conservation laws of
physics which are derived in the numerical form for calculating the nature of fluid flow. So,
based on general conservation equation, the mass conservation and momentum equations for
compressible flow in a 2D geometry were considered for the computational domain. The
energy balance should be necessarily realized [20].
The mass conservation expressed as

For steady state it leads to

Plus the momentum balance equation
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This is simplified to

And energy equation

Energy equation could be also expressed as

where the dissipation function

is defined as

The thermodynamic relation and the equation of state for a gas are used as well.

In forgoing relations,
velocity in the

,

,

, ,

,

and

represent the co-ordinate in the direction, the

direction, the density, the pressure, the body force, the temperature and the

dynamic viscosity.

is the gas constant.

is called the viscous or Reynolds stress tensor, denoted by

. It is defined in

section 4.2.2 as a relation of main strains of velocity based on Boussinesq approximation
(1897) in turbulence modeling.
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4.2.2 Turbulence Model
Most of turbomachinery problems consider turbulence as one of the important engineering
property. Turbulence influences the aerodynamic performance of the turbine blades cascades;
therefore its consideration is critical in turbine flow analysis.
Turbulence is the reason for making of rotational motion of flow or “turbulence eddies” as
commonly known on different size of length scales. Inlet flow with viscous boundary layer
will cause vortices and secondary flow at tip wall region that will decrease total pressure in
the blades cascade. So, it is important to model turbulent flow in turbine blades cascade. This
study has considered two equations mainly

turbulence model because of its proven

compatibility and accuracy in turbomachinery for confined fluid flow. It also gives good
results for flow involving boundary layers under strong pressure gradients, separation and
recirculation. Turbulence equations for

model are formulated using Navier–Stokes

equation for turbine blades cascade.
The

model is based on Reynolds averaging, wherein the solutions variables of Navier-

Stokes equations are decomposed into mean and fluctuating components. These approximated
components help in reconstructing conservation equations for mean and fluctuating values.
Turbulent fluctuations for any point in fluid is measured by time averaged component
and the time fluctuation component

wherein the time averaged (Reynolds averaged) component is calculated as

The same assumption can be applied to other variables;

Pressure:
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and density:

Through forgoing considerations, the mass conservation equation 4.3 for an incompressible
flow

is formulated as

Also momentum balance, e.g. in x- direction, is derived as

These conservation equations are known as the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equations
(RANS).
The Reynolds stress tensor is formed also as

The components of tensor are defined by Boussinesq approximation which is used in some of
the turbulence models based on the concept of eddy viscosity. It is assumed in laminar flows
that the energy dissipation and the transport of momentum and energy across the streamlines
are controlled by the viscosity.
Therefore the effect of turbulence could be considered as an increased viscosity. Boussinesq
approach expresses that
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where

is turbulent viscosity and

is

And the specific turbulent kinetic energy

is calculated as

Also the turbulent dissipation rate is

Turbulent viscosity is calculated using local turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation
rate as

is an empirical constant in standard

turbulence model whose value is given in Table

4.3. Also the dynamic viscosity together with the eddy viscosity is used in the description of
an effective viscosity

Both

and

are obtained through simultaneously solving the following transport equations

(Launder and Spalding, 1972) [27].
The transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy
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The transport equation for the turbulent dissipation rate is

is generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients which is
calculated through:

The standard

turbulence model contains five empirical model constants which are given

in Table 4.3 [41].

Table 4.3: Constant Values of Standardk/εModel [41]

The Standard k/ε model is a high-Reynolds number model i.e. it’s valid only in the fully
turbulent region.
Therefore, the modeling of the flow in the wall vicinity region should be carried out by either
using low-Reynolds number model or applying the method of wall functions (see section
4.2.2.1) wherein the non-dimensional sublayer wall distance

The transport equations for

and

should be justified as: [41]

in RNG model are expressed as [29]
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The corresponding coefficients for RNG model are given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4:ConstantValuesofRNGk/εModel [4]

4.2.2.1 Wall-Functions Method
In case of the flow with high Reynolds number, solving the flow in the thin viscous sublayer of the boundary layer is so hard because of insufficient number of grid nodes which
causes difficulties in convergence of the numerical calculation. By using Wall-Functions
method, the flow near the wall is subdivided into three regions. Thereby an empirical function
could be applied to define the flow velocity depending on the wall-distance for each region,

a) In the laminar viscous sublayer wherein the molecular momentum transfers are
considered.
By no-slip condition on the wall

, the linear Prandtl wall law is applied as

wherein non-dimensional velocity and non-dimensional wall distance are presented
respectively as

the friction velocity

is defined as
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b) In the fully turbulent layer, the viscous stress is negligible compared to the Reynolds
stress. In this range

varies from

to an upper limit that depends on the

flow Reynolds number. Logarithmic relation could be considered as

where the experimental constants are

(Karman constant) and

(hydraulically smooth wall).
c) The defect layer, starting from the upper boundary of the logarithmic layer to the edge
of the boundary layer, the velocity of the flow asymptotically approaches the value of
the free stream velocity. In this region:

is the boundary layer thickness.
Figure

4.7

illustrates

the

non

dimensional

velocity distribution

in

the turbulent

boundary layer:

Figure 4.7: Universal Non-Dimensional Velocity Distribution in the Turbulent Boundary Layer [41]
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In this work different turbulence models were used to simulate the flow for fully opened flow
channel. Mainly standard, RNG and Realizable

models for incompressible flow and RNG

model for compressible flow were applied.
Eventually, calculation of outlet to inlet velocity ratio, static pressure coefficient, total
pressure coefficient and exit flow angle through pitch wise coordinate on the defined
downstream plane were done.
CFD extracted results from forgoing models and experimental data in fully opened position of
the blades cascade were compared. The total pressure coefficient, exit flow angle and loss
coefficient were investigated as localized and mass weighted averaged values on the assumed
measuring plane located on 6 mm distance from trailing edge. In parallel, the localized
parameters for static and total pressures on the blade’s profile were concerned.
The mentioned investigation showed different relative deviations for each applied model
respectively standard, Realizable and RNG

model. Significant portion of the mentioned

deviations could be detected by stagnation point anomaly (see section 4.2.2.2 for detail
description).
Meanwhile based on the lowest deviation throughout the results, the turbulent flow of
compressible viscous gas with the perfect gas equation concerning RNG

model with

standard wall function was used for subsequent flow simulations in relatively closed positions
of the blades cascade.
4.2.2.2 Stagnation Point Anomaly
Two equation models, mainly standard

model, predict an anomalously large growth of

turbulent kinetic energy in impinging or stagnation regions [23], [38]. Even when the
stagnation point region is not of interest, this spurious behavior can upset the results.
Stagnation point anomaly of

turbulence model occurs anywhere the flow is strongly

accelerated or decelerated [13].
On the blade suction side, flow is accelerated after the stagnation point and then the velocity
remains approximately constant. On the pressure side, flow is continuously accelerated

The strong acceleration leads to strong turbulence i.e. the turbulent kinetic energy increases.
Therefore it is realized that
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It occurs for the flow, immediately before the stagnation point.
It can be seen that the standard

model values predict actually very high turbulent kinetic

energy, especially in the region of the stagnation point and outside the boundary layer on the
blade suction side.
To reduce the effect of this problem, the RNG

turbulence model by Yakhot and Orszag

[47] could be used. It uses an additional source term in the
the production of

transport equation to promote

at high acceleration and deceleration, thus suppresses the stagnation point

anomaly. Thus, the RNG

model is more responsive to the effects of rapid strain and

streamlines curvature than the standard

model, which explains the superior performance

of the RNG model for certain classes of flows [4].
Another possibility is the Realizable

model which uses a formulation for variable

forces realizability requirement

that

to overcome the stagnation point anomaly

[41].
4.2.3 Boundary Conditions
As formerly stated, two main processes of simulations were performed in this work. In the
first step, the analysis processes run several times varying mesh size and changing boundary
conditions inputs concerning different

turbulence models in case of fully opened position

of the blades cascade. The purpose of this step was to validate and select the best turbulence
model and setting the most reasonable type of the boundary conditions for the next step by
comparison of CFD and experimental results. The second step contains the flow simulations
concerning different closing positions of the blades cascade.
4.2.3.1 Inlet
In the first step, velocity and pressure inlet boundary conditions for incompressible and
compressible flow were separately applied.
In case of inlet velocity condition, the value of 20 m/s was set for the velocity in axial
direction.
In case of pressure inlet condition, the value of 2391 Pa was considered for total gauge
pressure of inlet stream.
In the second step, total gauge pressure for 2391 Pa was being applied for inlet pressure.
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To solve the transport equations of

and

in turbulence model, it required setting the

boundary conditions at inlet as

In relation 4.36, the turbulence intensity

is the root mean square of the turbulent velocity

fluctuations divided by the mean velocity as

In this investigation for different simulation corresponding the position of the cascade,
was considered in the range of 0.04 to 0.15. Isotropic turbulent fluctuations of the velocity
were assumed at the inlet as well. It means that

Refer to Hah and Lakshminarayana [19], the turbulent mixing length

was assumed in all

the models for 0.01 pitch length (80mm).
4.2.3.2 Outlet
Since it is common in turbomachinery applications especially in calculation of aerodynamic
parameters of the blades cascade [25], the atmospheric outlet pressure (static gauge pressure;
0 Pa) was selected for the outlet boundary condition. The boundary conditions for
the outlet were set as
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4.2.3.3 Walls
The no-slip with zero heat flux condition was applied for the walls. The standard wall
functions on the wall boundaries were used in the turbulence equations for

and .

4.2.3.4 Periodicity
Because the physical geometry of the expected pattern of the flow solution has a periodically
repeating nature, the borders of the flow channel were assumed periodic.
4.2.4 Fluid properties
Air was considered as fluid in all calculations. Fluid properties for air as ideal gas with
constant specific heat capacities are given in Table 4.5.

Property

Value

Density (kg/m3)

Ideal Gas

(J/kgK)
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)
Viscosity (kg/ms)
Molecular Weight (kg/kmol)
Table 4.5: Fluid Properties of the Air [4]

4.2.5 Solving
4.2.5.1 Discretization
To provide stable solution and faster convergence rate for the analysis, solver parameters like
discretization schemes and under relaxation factors should be properly set. In this work,
discretization of governing equations was made by the finite volume method. The secondorder upwind scheme was used in all simulations to calculate fluid flow properties. Moreover
the second-order upwind scheme was also used to evaluate turbulent values of kinetic energy
and dissipation rate. By this approach, higher-order accuracy is achieved at cell faces through
a Taylor series expansion of the cell-centered solution about the cell centroid.
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4.2.5.2 Under Relaxation Factors
The under relaxation factors are controlling the effect of previous iteration on updating the
current iterations. Following equation shows the relationship between the under-relaxation
factor

and the scalar value

and resulted change in scalar value

Default values of under-relaxation factors which were used in this work are given
in Table 4.6.

Parameter

Factor

Pressure

0.3

Density

1

Momentum

0.7

Turbulent Kinetic Energy

0.8

Turbulent Dissipation Rate

0.8

Energy

1

Table 4.6: Default Under-Relaxation Factors [4]

To reduce deviations in energy and turbulence equations in order to improve the convergence
of the solutions, it was necessary to change these mentioned default factors (mainly deducted)
for different simulations. It was being applied especially in cases of high closing degree of the
blades cascade.
4.2.6 Convergence
Because of difficulties in judging convergence for different classes of problems, the solutions
convergence was being investigated not only by examining residual levels, but also by
monitoring the integrated quantity of total pressure at the outlet of computational domain. It
means that the convergence was being approved whenever the solution of the problem for
surface integral of outlet total pressure did not significantly change any more as iterations
progress forward. In parallel, the scaled residuals were being set to decrease lower than
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which are three orders of magnitude lower than generally accepted criterion for convergence
i.e.

[4].

Based on forgoing setting, the calculations of all simulations in this work converged after
different number of iterations (maximum 4500).
4.2.7 Post Processing and Data Reduction
The flow parameters of the nodes across the purposed measurement planes located on the
downstream of the blades cascade were being extracted. These parameters included mainly
static pressure, total pressure, velocity and turbulent values on the pitchwise coordinate. The
flow parameters on the profile suction and pressure sides were being extracted as well. Using
SigmaPlot 11.0 software, simulation results were eventually processed and evaluated. The
outputs are presented and compared with experimental data in detail in Chapter 6 for different
closing positions of the blades cascade.
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Experimental Approach

The experimental measurements in turbomachinery could give more reliable and accurate
results for flow parameters such as total and static pressures and flow direction which are
supported by the data from CFD simulations and analytical estimations.
In this investigation, the measurements were conducted in the linear cascade wind tunnel in
the Institute for Energy Systems and Thermodynamics at the Vienna University of
Technology.

5.1 Wind Tunnel
The measurements were made at a low velocity wind tunnel whose downstream end is
connected to the linear blades cascade as shown in Figure 5.1. Passing a filtering system, the
air is sucked from outside of the building into the channel duct.
Air pressure is increased by an axial fan which is driven by an AC motor with a power of
30 kW. The fan achieves a pressure rise of about 15 mbar at rotational speed of
3000 rpm. The blade length at exit plane and the outer diameter of the fan is respectively
60 mm and 630 mm. It’s also equipped with variable inlet guide vanes whereby the
transported mass flow of the air could be changed. In this study the inlet guide vanes were set
always in the maximum opening position. Based on the described design, the axial
fan supplies the volume flow rate of about

into the linear blades cascade.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the Wind Tunnel

A diffuser with outer diameter of 1200 mm is located after the axial fan. The air passes
through the settling chamber where a flow straightener and a screen are placed to make the
flow uniform. The turbulence grid was inserted to increase inlet free stream turbulence
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intensity to a reasonable level (about 5%). After flowing through a turbulence screen
and a settling section, the transition from circular to rectangular cross section with
dimensions of 150 x 400 mm takes place. It results in a strong acceleration of the flow
because of reducing the surface area by a ratio factor of about 18.8.
At the end of the channel, different inflow angles to the blades cascade could be allowed (on
demand) by freely rotation of a roller bearing cradle. In this study, the inflow angle was
always considered for 90° corresponding to a completely vertical alignment for regulation
cradle and blades cascade as well.
The test blades cascades were mounted between a pair of Plexiglas sidewalls (20 mm
thickness) which allow visual observation. The uniformity/periodicity of the flow in the
blades cascade was achieved using enough number of the blades, mainly six blades for this
study. In addition, two adjustable walls were employed at the top and bottom sides of inlet
channel of blades cascade.
Concerning maximum outflow velocity of the air for different closing positions of the blades
cascade, the Mach number of outflow is calculated less than 0.3. Thus, assumption of
incompressible flow was realizable for all the measurements.
Assuming chord length as characteristic dimension, the flow Reynolds number for fully
opened position of blades cascade is calculated for

.

5.2 Instrumentation
The pressures of purposed measuring points on the downstream plane of the blades cascade
also static and total pressure of the inflow were done based on piezo-resistive differential
pressure. For this purpose, the 3-Hole pressure probe is connected to the control system by
flexible and elastic rubber tubes, which enable a larger displacement and rotation of the 3Hole probe with no functionality limitations. To define the absolute pressure values, ambient
pressure (measured by a separate device) should be added to the measured values.
Switching between the different channels for measuring the pressure by each selected line of
the probe is done by the scanning box (FURNESS CONTROLS) which is controlled through
the digital output (HP 44724A with 16-channel digital output) of the HP 3852A unit.
Pressure transducers require a DC supply voltage of 8 volts, which is ensured by an external
power supply.
The data acquisition device (HP 3852A unit), which is controlling the measurement, contains
of a 13-bit high speed-voltmeter (HP 44702B) and a 24-channel high speed-multiplexer-unit
(HP 44711A) as well which record the transmitted voltages from resistance thermometer
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(Pt-100) to measure inflow temperature and HONEYWELL pressure sensors. Recorded
voltage data are transmitted to the PC for processing and converting in pressure values by
means of LabView7.1 program. Figure 5.2 illustrates the schematic diagram of the
instrumentation:

Figure 5.2: Schematic Diagram of Measuring Instrumentation

Changing the probe position could be done in two ways; the first one is manually change in
the probe position by a holder device which can control the displacement of the probe
head over the blade height also setting the reference yaw angle of the probe for measuring the
exit flow angle by its rotation.
The change of the probe position above the pitch of the blades cascade channel is achieved by
an electrically driven traverse device (DANTEC traversing unit). It is driven by a stepper
motor which could be controlled through ISEL C10C-E/A controlling unit from the PC.

It should be mentioned that throughout the experiments, some uncertainties could be
introduced from different sources including instrumentation, probe positioning and wind
tunnel unsteadiness.
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5.2.1 3-Hole Pressure Probe
The SVUSS/3 cobra probe was used to measure the flow parameters on the downstream plane
of the blades cascade located in 20 mm distance from the trailing edge. These parameters
were exit flow angle, static and total pressures.
Figure 5.3 shows the geometrical sketch of the probe head.

Figure 5.3: Geometrical Sketch of SVUSS/3 Cobra Probe [45]

The diameter of the holes is 0.5 mm and the distance between the two side holes a is 1.6 mm,
the wedge angle
and 0.8 mm.

, the width d and height of the probe head are respectively 2.4 mm
is considered as inclination angle of the flow.

The measurement method was based on non-nulling mode because of simplicity in
installation wherein the probe is set at constant pitch and yaw angles with respect to the
blades cascade.

5.3 Construction of Rotary Valve Cascade for Wind Tunnel
The first measurement in fully opened position of the blades cascade was done using existing
blades cascade of the Institute for Energy Systems and Thermodynamics of the Vienna
University of Technology. For justifying the periodicity condition during the measurement,
the blades cascade consisted of nine aluminum blades with 150 mm height which had been
arranged in 80 mm pitch distance. The blades were fixed at both Plexiglas wall sides by
screwing in blind holes. The blades cascade was connected to the downstream of the wind
tunnel by two “L shape” steel profiles.
The required test assemblies for subsequent measurements were designed with aim of
SolidWorks 2010 software [7]. They are consisted of the fixed assembly, moving assembly,
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two slotted “L shape” profiles for fitting two assemblies and “L shape” profiles for connecting
the fix part to the wind tunnel. The detail drawings of the forgoing assemblies are attached in
Appendix A.
Seven cut blades were used in subsequent measurements which were also manufactured of
aluminium by CNC machining. Based on 80 mm pitch distance, fixed and moving parts of the
blades with height of 150 mm were mounted between two Plexiglas side walls (with 20 mm
thickness) as two separated sections. They could be fitted together using two slotted
“L shape” profiles and Nut-Bolt for minimizing the clearance.
The fixed assembly was connected to the wind tunnel duct by two “L shape” steel profiles as
well. Thereby in different measurements, each purposed closing position of the blades
cascade could be reached through manually vertical movement of the moving assembly
relative to fixed one.

5.4 Measurement Plane
In order to determine the blades cascade characteristics, the total as well as static pressure of
the flow should be measured on the plane which was located downstream the blades cascade.
Systematic errors of the measured flow quantities, mainly the flow direction due to strong
velocity gradients appear as an artificial flow angle caused by the blade wakes [45]. Thus
positioning the measurement plane with pitch wise traversing of the pressure probe had an
important role in decreasing the forgoing measurement errors. Since the probe was exposed to
various velocity gradients, depending on its distance from the trailing edge, therefore the
measurements were carried out about 27% b (axial chord length); i.e. 20 mm downstream of
the linear blades cascade. It could guarantee the smoother deviations in measurements results.
Positioning of measurement plane is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Positioning of Downstream Plane in Measurement Blades Cascade

Concerning sine rule, the exit flow angle
the blade aspect ratio

for fully opened blades cascade is 19.53°. AR as

is 1.5 and the stagger angle

is 51.5°.

5.5 Inflow Conditions
Measurement of Inlet flow parameters, especially static and total pressure, plays an important
role in calculation of blades cascade characteristics factors such as loss coefficient. Since it
should be done on an appropriate position wherein the flow is not influenced by the blades
cascade, therefore measuring of static pressure was being done at upstream distance of 2.45b
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(axial chord length) from leading edge of the blades. The measurement device was a piezoresistive differential pressure transducer which was connected to the 2 mm diameter hole of
the wind tunnel’s wall by means a flexible tube. At the same height and 3.06b upstream
distance of the blades leading edge, measurement of the total pressure by means of a pitot
tube with outer diameter of 3 mm and inner diameter of 1 mm was being done.
In order to measure the inflow temperature, the Pt-100 temperature sensor was also being
used at 3.06b upstream distance of the blades leading edge.
In this

way, magnitude of inflow velocity could be determined under

assumption of

incompressible flow condition through the relationship between static pressure and total
pressure as

The density

wherein
measured.

dependent on the temperature could be determined through ideal gas relation

and

are respectively static pressure and temperature of the inflow which were

is the gas constant with value of 287 J⁄kg K.

5.6 Test Procedure
As indicated, the measurements were conducted in two steps. Fully opened configuration was
used in first step which included nine blades in the blades cascade. The measurement plane
was considered 50 mm downstream the trailing edge on mid height position of the blades
. The main goal was to investigate the flow field across forgoing plane and
selecting the best blade for further calculation of the blades cascade characteristics, also
periodicity conditions could be verified in parallel.
The reference yaw angle of the probe head were set as 15°, 30° and 20° in different tests to
validate the measurement results using calibration factors as well.
As the next step, seven blades were used in the construction of blades cascade which were
marked respectively up to down from 1 to 7. Concerning different closing positions of the
flow passage mainly fully opened, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30% closing towards both directions,
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the flow field was being investigated across the measuring plane. It was located 20 mm
downstream of trailing edge at the constant mid height of the blades

. In this

step, the value of 20° was considered as reference yaw angle for the head of 3-Hole probe.
Inflow and ambient parameters, mainly pressure and temperature, were defined once time at
the beginning of each measurement. They were used in further calculation.
The traversing was being done across four pitches in each measurement in order to periodicity
justification. The measuring field for each pitch was split into 32 equal divisions i.e. the
distance between the measuring points for each traversed pitch was 2.5 mm thus, 129 points
were being totally measured during each test.
Corresponding data to each measuring point were being automatically recorded for 500 times
with a time interval of 0.01 seconds in order to deduct the random errors of measuring. Also
before starting the measuring in each point, it needed a short delay time to stabilize the new
position of the probe and damping of its vibration which caused by traversing. The same
delay was occurred after each switching to new measurement line of the probe to calm down
the vibration in pneumatic line.
After sending data to the PC, the mean values of the sensed parameters, such as pressures by
each hole of the probe, were analyzed with aim of LabView program. So they were prepared
to be used for the next data reduction and interpretations. The forgoing process was being
repeated automatically by the data acquisition and control system for each measuring point.
To set the new closing position of the blades cascade for further test, the moving part of the
blades cascade was being moved. It was being arranged manually respect to the fixed part of
the blades cascade and being set by visual observation of an installed ruler on the Plexiglas
side wall.

5.7 Data Reduction
As stated previously, the measurement approach of this study was based on stationary or nonnulling mode wherein the measured pressures are converted into flow field parameters, such
as exit flow angles, total and static pressures. It is done by means of calibration functions and
fluid dynamics relationships.
Thereby, the differential pressures between pairs of holes are corresponded to the function of
yaw angle. Using calibration functions, the flow direction was found and then the pressures
and velocity data could be determined through further coefficients.
To find the flow information such as exit flow angle and total and static pressures in each
measuring point using non-nulling method, it requires interpolating the calibration data of the
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probe. These data had been achieved through calibration of the probe in different Reynolds
numbers. The Reynolds number of the probe head was calculated as

where

is the expected exit flow velocity in each measurement,

the probe head and

, the width of

is the kinematic viscosity.

5.7.1 Calibration Factors
Calibration of the probe is carried out concerning the flow Reynolds number on the head of
the probe.
Referring Figure 5.3 for geometry of 3-Hole probe, the hole coefficient

as the non

dimensional pressure sensed by the hole is expressed as

where “i” the is hole number,
pressure of the free stream,

the pressure which is sensed by the hole,
flow velocity and

is the static

is the constant density of incompressible

flow due to low Mach number during the experiments.
Based on the definitions of Treaster and Yocum [40], the mean pressure and the mean hole
coefficients are presented respectively as

and

Thereby

and

are expressed as
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where:
: Total Pressure
: Static Pressure
: Direction Coefficient
: Total Pressure Coefficient
: Static Pressure Coefficient
In this work, for expected Reynolds numbers of 7500, 9500 and 11250 in different
measurements, the corresponded calibration data were referred to Diaz [11], Willinger and
Haselbacher [45] and Beer [9] respectively. Figure 5.5 shows the calibration diagram
corresponding to Reynolds number of 11250. Calibration data for flow angle coefficient
total pressure coefficient

, static pressure coefficient

could be seen in this diagram.

Figure 5.5: Calibration Data of the 3-Hole Pressure Probe at Re=11250 [9]
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Since ∆β is the inclination angle of the exit flow respect to the axis of hole 1, thus depending
on the positioning the probe at the beginning of the measurement, the real exit flow angle is
resulted by subtraction or adding of this amount

to/from the reference set angle of the

probe head.
Recorded differential pressures which sensed by the holes of the probe were being
subsequently imported into the SigmaPlot 11.0 software [6] to be used for extracting the
required data of the flow field, mainly exit flow angles, exit flow velocities, total and static
pressures. User defined transformers were being applied in SigmaPlot 11.0 in order to
calculate the required parameters using forgoing calibration factors. In this manner, the exact
values of exit flow velocities in measuring points were being calculated using relation 5.1.
These values were compatible at all with the first approximated velocities in calculation of
probe’s Reynolds numbers.
Detailed interpretations of results for different measurements are consequently presented
within Chapter 6 of this work.
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Results

The results of CFD simulations and measurements are discussed in this chapter based on
localized and mass averaged quantities. In order to investigate the performance and analyzing
the blades cascade characteristics, dimensionless form of quantities, such as total pressure
coefficient

, static pressure coefficient

and dimensionless velocity could be used as a

common approach in turbomachinery design. Because of errors deduction, especially in CFD
results and ease of the results comparison, conclusion of the investigation by this approach
could be actually applied for other similar designs as well.
In addition, the exit flow angle is studied in this study as other characteristic parameter for the
performance evaluation of blades cascade.

6.1 Investigation of Localized Quantities
6.1.1 Exit Flow Angle
Measured and computed exit flow angles for different cases of study, mainly fully opened and
relative closing positions of the blades cascade, are discussed in this section.
Considering different turbulence models for fully opened case, Figure 6.1 shows changing of
exit flow angle on the plane located 6 mm downstream of the trailing edge. As already stated,
this task is done in order to select the best turbulence model for next steps of simulations.

Figure 6.1: Exit Flow Angle for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 6mm Downstream of Trailing Edge

Measured and CFD data show good agreement in the inviscid region, especially in pressure
side

. Higher deviation of CFD data is shown in predicted values by
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turbulence models on the suction side

. It could be caused by strong flow

acceleration after stagnation point on the suction side. Thereby the artificial effect of
stagnation point anomaly is appeared on the results in this region. The wedge angle of the
blade’s trailing edge causes an increasing in the flow angle in the wake region.
Because of the close position of the outlet measurement plane (6 mm), the exit flow angle
decreases from corresponded values of pressure side towards the related values of the suction
side.
An deviation of the flow angle downstream of the trailing edge could be seen in the
measurement results which would be resulted from the velocity gradients in the blade wake.
This discrepancy error could be amplified via getting close to the trailing edge of the blade in
downstream flow measurement using 3-Hole probe. As shown in Figure 6.1, because of very
close and similar results through comparison of exit flow angles for different turbulence
models, it makes no sense to select each model for applying during next simulations.
Therefore, other characteristics should be considered as judgment parameters which are
described in the next sections.

Figure 6.2: Exit Flow Angle for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream of Trailing
Edge

Figure 6.2 illustrates variation of outlet flow angle on the main measurement plane, located on
20 mm downstream of trailing edge, for fully opened position of the blades cascade.
As shown in this figure, variations of the flow angles through inviscid regions of pressure and
suction sides appear the same behavior for measurement and CFD computation. However, an
approximately uniform deviation is seen which refers to systematic errors of the measurement
(refer to Chapter 5). Due to velocity gradients across the wake region, a deviation is seen as
well in the measurement angle downstream the trailing edge.
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Changing of the pitchwise exit flow angle is shown in Figure 6.3 for 5% closing positions of
the blades cascade towards pressure side and suction side as well.
In comparison with fully opened case, the overall trend of

angle does not change

significantly in both cases of closing. Although it is seen a low amount of under turning for
exit flow also low level deviation in CFD results, especially on the suction side. It’s more
sensible in case of closing to suction side. For measured values, changing of the flow angle in
wake region is even continued similar to fully opened position. It is caused by velocity
gradients. Systematic measurement errors remain as well. As a result, small degree of closing
the flow passage (5%) towards both directions has no significant influence on exit flow angle
of the blades cascade.

Figure 6.3: Exit Flow Angle for 5% Closing of the Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream of Trailing
Edge; Towards Pressure (top) and Suction Side (bottom)

Concerning Figure 6.4 for 25% closing towards pressure side and suction side,

angle is

increasing in inviscid regions of pressure and suction side. But the wake region, especially in
case of closing to suction side seems to be more expanded and deviated in comparison to the
CFD results. A portion of forgoing deviation could be referred to creation of the vortex
downstream of the backward facing step due to flow blockage which is developing into the
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wake region. It causes higher gradients and turbulent generation. Therefore, it’s normal for 3Hole probe to sense higher deviation of exit flow angle in wake region.
All of the mentioned gradients could not be considered as artificial error like fully opened
position. Actually some part of them is formed due to flow behavior.
However, in case of closing towards pressure side, this effect is shown relatively limited.

Figure 6.4: Exit Flow Angle for 25% Closing of the Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream of Trailing
Edge; Towards Pressure (top) and Suction Side (bottom)

CFD results experience high deviations because of relatively high acceleration of the flow
upon leaving the closing area of the blades cascade, like a jet. It might amplify the stagnation
point anomaly effect in the results.
Measured values for 10, 15, 20 and 30% closing cases towards pressure side and suction side
indicate the smooth changing of

angle from negative to positive inclination through the

inviscid region of the pressure side, i.e. from
20% closing towards pressure side,

value of 0 to approximately 0.4. In case of

angle remains approximately constant on the

corresponded region to pressure side. Subsequently it starts to increase for further closing
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degrees of the blades cascade. In case of closing to suction side, this situation occurs earlier,
mainly between 10 % to 15% degree of closing.
By increasing the closing degree for both closing cases,
through inviscid region of the suction side, i.e. from

follows an incremental trend

value of approximately 0.6 to 1.

Figure 6.5: Exit Flow Angle for High Degree Closing the Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream of
Trailing Edge; Towards Pressure (top) and Suction Side (bottom)

As shown in Figure 6.5 for CFD results of high degree of closing the blades cascade, mainly
50% and 75%,
on

changing curves consist of respectively an inflection and a minimum point

value of 0.5 for closing towards pressure and suction sides. It could be interpreted as

higher unfavorable turning for exit flow in case of closing to suction side.
Considering forgoing discussions for exit flow angle from the blades cascade as a
characteristic parameter to judge the performance, closing the blades cascade towards
pressure side seems more efficient. It contains lower angle deviation which affected in force
production of exit flow from blades cascade as a goal.
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6.1.2 Exit Flow Velocity
Investigation of exit flow velocity could give a perspective of flow accelerating by the blades
cascade. It makes a better overview on the results and comparing process between CFD and
experimental results. In this way using normalized velocity is recommended, because
comparing the results with different boundary conditions, mainly inflow velocity

, would be

easier and more confident, also with lower error.

Figure 6.6: Pitchwise Velocity Distribution for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream
of Trailing Edge

The velocity ratio across the measurement plane (20 mm downstream of trailing edge) is
shown in Figure 6.6 for fully opened position. It represents a good agreement between CFD
and experimental results, especially in inviscid regions which allocated approximately
constant values. In the wake region the influence of stagnation point anomaly is still appeared.
It could affect the whole flow computation and could not be completely diminished even
using RNG

model. Therefore its effect could be seen as an over predicted offset error

through CFD results as well. The curves seem roughly symmetric. The wake is approximately
symmetric as well.
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Figure 6.7: Pitchwise Velocity Distribution for 5% Closing of Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream
of Trailing Edge

Figure 6.7 shows the comparison of velocity distribution for 5% closing of blades cascade
towards pressure and suction side. Closing the blades cascade leads to non-symmetric wake
which caused by increasing of boundary layer thickness especially on the suction side.
Thereby, in case of closing to suction side, it causes shifting of the minimum value towards
suction side i.e. to

.

Figure 6.8: Pitchwise Velocity Distribution for 25% Closing of Blades Cascade on 20mm Downstream
of Trailing Edge

As seen in Figure 6.8, 25% closing of blades cascade results also in increasing and
development of the boundary layers on pressure and suction sides. Although in case of closing
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to suction side, outspread of the wake region is more considerable. The mentioned increment
of boundary layers thickness could not be well predicted by CFD computation because of
significant turbulence generation through closing the passage. It leads turbulence model to
make fault.
Closing the blades cascade for 10, 15, 20 and 30% towards pressure and suction side resulted
in thicker boundary layer respectively on pressure side and suction side of the blade. In the
other word, upon closing to each direction, the wake region expands towards the same side of
the blade profile. It had been confirmed also by the other measurement results through
forgoing explanations.
On the other side, progressive deviating velocity distributions are shown by CFD results in
high degrees of closing, mainly 50% and 75% for both directions. These results address
velocity decreasing through significant parts of inviscid regions on pressure and suction sides.
Although, the wake region is expanding and flow velocity had increasingly trend through it.
6.1.3 Static Pressure Coefficient
The static pressure coefficient

could be defined as the static pressure difference

between evaluated point and inflow relative to dynamic pressure of inflow. It is formulated as

where:
: Static pressure at the point at which pressure coefficient is being evaluated
: Inflow static pressure (i.e. remote from any disturbance)
: Fluid density at inlet which is considered constant for incompressible flow
: Inlet flow velocity
In this work for different closing positions of the blades cascade, the static pressure
coefficients were being calculated on the mid span plane (20mm downstream the trailing
edge). It was being done also on the pressure side as well as suction side of the blade’s
profile.
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6.1.3.1 Comparison on the Measurement Plane
As stated before, in order to validate the usage of a turbulence model for relatively closed
positions of blades cascade, the pitchwise static pressure coefficients on the measurement
plane located 6 mm downstream trailing edge were compared. It was done concerning
different turbulence models. Because of the lowest deviations from measurement results, the
RNG

model was eventually confirmed to apply. Applying this model, the good agreement

between CFD and experimental results is shown in Figure 6.9. This agreement is more
sensible in the wake region which is significantly considered to judge the losses.

Figure 6.9: Pitchwise Static Pressure Coefficient for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 6mm
Downstream of Trailing Edge Using Different Turbulence Models

In the next step, the compared results on the main measurement plane located 20mm
downstream trailing edge are shown in Figure 6.10 for fully opened position of the blades
cascade. Good agreement is seen between CFD (RNG

model) and experimental results.

Figure 6.10: Pitchwise Static Pressure Coefficient for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 20mm
Downstream of Trailing Edge
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Uniform deviation (≈ 5%) relative to measured data is seen in CFD results which could be
resulted from over estimation fault of the turbulence model. It could be actually affected by
stagnation point anomaly on the whole computation domain. Due to the high velocity
gradients across the wake region, a deviation caused by the error of 3-Hole probe
measurement is observed in measured data [45].
As plotted in Figure 6.11, upon increasing the closing degree of the blades cascade,

in

CFD and measurement has similar trend in undisturbed regions of the pressure as well as
suction side also in the wake region. Although the differences between experimental and
simulation results remains uniform, but by increasing of closing degree, the magnitude of
forgoing deviation is increased. This increase is obvious especially in case of closing to
suction side.
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Figure 6.11: Pitchwise Static Pressure Coefficient for 5% and 25% Closing Towards Pressure and
Suction Side

However, it could be justified in this way that by closing the blades cascade, the rate of
turbulent as well as vortex generation is increasing. Therefore, high pressure and velocity
variations and even adverse gradients are aggravating the artificial errors of the computation.

For high degrees of closing the blades cascade, mainly 50 and 75 percentage towards both
directions, forgoing argument could be realized also for CFD results.

Figure 6.12 illustrates pitchwise variations of

for mentioned cases.
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Figure 6.12: Pitchwise Static Pressure Coefficient (CFD) for 50% and 75% Closing Towards
Pressure Side and Suction Side

At

,

has its maximum and minimum values. By increasing of closing

degree, the second point is shifting to

even more (for closing to pressure side). The

strong deviations in static pressure coefficient are observed in the range of

.

Forgoing effect is more visible in Figure 6.12 in case of high degrees of closing to suction
side.
6.1.3.2 Comparison on Blade’s Profile
Considering similar boundary conditions for simulations, Figure 6.13 shows static pressure
distributions on pressure side as well as suction side of the blade’s profile for different
positions of the blades cascade, mainly fully opened, closing towards pressure and suction
sides.
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Figure 6.13: Static Pressure Distributions (CFD) for Fully Opened and 5% Closing to Pressure Side
and Suction Side

Jumping of the pressure curves is obviously observed in cases of cutting the blade at
(refer to section 3.2.3 for more details). It could mean higher velocity
gradients for flow upon leaving the throat area in these cases.
Blades cascade closing towards suction side addresses more variation in static pressure,
especially on suction side of the blade. Static pressure variations around cutting line could be
well realized due to suddenly flow blockage and formation of vortices downstream of the
backward facing step. For low degree of closing the blades cascade, static pressure
distributions before cutting line have no significant deviation from fully opened case.
Although after cutting position, it seems that the blade is able to rapidly compensate the static
pressure discrepancies caused by flow blockage.
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Figure 6.14:StaticPressureCoefficient(CFD)onBlade’sProfileforFullyOpenedPosition

Using

variation on blade’s profile could be useful to investigate the exit flow angle,

because the difference of static pressures on pressure side and suction side causes flow
turning upon leaving the blades cascade. Mainly the greater
angle. In this way, changing of

leads to the smaller exit flow

is shown in Figure 6.14 for fully opened position of blades

cascade. It is shown also in the following for relatively closed positions of blades cascade.
As seen in Figure 6.14, the maximum difference for

value between pressure and suction

sides is approximately 12. It corresponds to the normalized axial chord position of
As shown in the following, the magnitude of the mentioned

.

difference gets higher by

increasing the closing degree of blades cascade. It could be seen in the following figures for
25% and 75% closing degrees. Based on the forgoing explanation, the exit flow angle is
decreased.
In parallel, this decreasing is obviously confirmed through experimental and CFD
investigation of exit flow angle (see section 6.1.1 for more details).
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Figure 6.15: Static Pressure Coefficient(CFD)onBlade’sProfilefor25%Closing to Pressure Side

In case of 25% closing to pressure side, the values of

relative to normalized axial chord

on pressure and suction sides of the blade are plotted in Figure 6.15. Two different positions
of flow separation, on

nearly to trailing edge, seems to be occurred. It

makes no significant change relative to fully opened position, i.e.
For higher closing degrees, e.g. 50 and 75 percentage, towards pressure side, CFD results
represented downstream shifting of flow separation towards trailing edge (e.g. at
). By increasing of closing the passage,

curve on pressure side is

getting smoothly constant value before cutting line.
Around the throat area, flow experiences high variations in static pressure as well. After
cutting line, the trend of

changing is getting different on suction side of blade.

Figure 6.16 corresponds to 25% closing towards suction side. As formerly stated, the
magnitude of static pressure deviation due to closing towards suction side was more than
closing to pressure side. It seems that flow is supposed to two separations, mainly at
on the suction side.
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Figure 6.16: Static Pressure Coefficient (CFD) on Blade’sProfilefor25%ClosingtoSuctionSide

The results of this study show that by increasing of closing degree of the passage towards
suction side,

curve gets smoothly constant value on blade’s suction side upstream of

cutting line. But around the throat area, flow experiences high variations in static pressure. In
this way, Figure 6.17 shows the variation of static pressure coefficient on blade’s profile for
75% closing to suction side.
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Figure 6.17: StaticPressureCoefficient(CFD)onBlade’sProfilefor75% Closing to Suction Side

It addresses flow separation on pressure side at

. It means downstream shifting of

flow separation towards trailing edge through increasing the closing degree of blades cascade
towards suction side.
6.1.4 Total Pressure Coefficient
Total pressure coefficient,

could be principally used for quantifying the flow losses in

turbine blades cascades. This factor relates the total pressure difference of the undisturbed
inflow and the measuring position (either on measuring plane or on blade’s profile) relative to
the dynamic pressure of the undisturbed inflow. Total pressure coefficient is defined as
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where:
: Total pressure at the point where pressure coefficient is being evaluated
: Inflow total pressure (i.e. remote from any disturbance)
: Inlet flow velocity
: Fluid density at inlet
Considering low Mach numbers (
incompressible; so

in this study, flow is considered as

.

is an important scale for evaluating the flow losses. Therefore total pressure distributions
using this parameter are discussed in this section for different purposed regions. They are
consisted of downstream measurement plane and blade’s profile.
6.1.4.1 Comparison on the Measurement Plane
Investigation of

on the measurement planes (6 or 20mm downstream trailing edge) is

directly corresponded to wake region which plays the main role in flow loss creation.
Therefore, this region is firstly overviewed in the following.
When the blade is placed in a flow stream, viscous effects retard the flow adjacent to the
blade's surface. As the distance from the blade surface increases, the viscous effects diminish
and the flow velocity rapidly approaches the free stream velocity. This region of low
momentum flow is known as the boundary layer. Typically for very small dimensions, the
boundary layer influences significantly the pressure distribution on the blade also in the flow
field downstream of the trailing edge. In addition, the pressure distribution along the blade,
due to its curvature, affects the growth rate of boundary layer, particularly on the suction
surface.
While the flow is proceeding to downstream the blade, the boundary layers are continuing to
grow. Once at the trailing edge, the boundary layers merge to form a blade wake. This wake,
formed by low momentum flow, creates a local defect in total pressure. The thicker boundary
layers at the trailing edge, the larger the blade wake.

Downstream of the trailing edge, the lower momentum flow mixes with the higher velocity
free stream flow. Total pressure losses accompany this mixing until the flow conditions
become uniform again. The difference between the inlet total pressure and the total pressure
in this mixed out region of the flow is called the mixing loss and represents the entire total
pressure loss of a given wake region for two-dimensional flow in the blades cascade.
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Since the minimum loss deviation is considered as a target in this work, the most important
judgment factor to select the turbulence model used in simulations for relative closed
positions of the blades cascade was the evaluation of

.

For fully opened cascade, comparison of the results across validation plane (6mm downstream
tailing edge) applying different turbulence models can be seen in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18: Pitchwise Total Pressure Coefficient for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 6mm
Downstream of Trailing Edge (Using Different Turbulence Models)

As shown in the forgoing plots, except of standard

model, the other

models, mainly

Realizable and RNG models have very good agreement between CFD and experimental
results on undisturbed region of the pressure side. All of

models under predicted

approximately the same minimum value for the wake region at position

. Relative to

experimental data, the models have also similar expanding towards suction side. RNG model
predicted the lowest width of the wake region which addresses the minimum deviation in loss
computation by this model in comparison to the others. On the inviscid region of suction side,
the prediction of RNG model is closer to measured data as well.
As stated formerly, numerical simulations based on the solution of the RANS equations rely
on turbulence models, which often have difficulties in accurate prediction of all required
details for the turbulent effects. But here, RNG

model has better dominated the influence

of stagnation point anomaly which causes relatively high deviations in wake loss prediction.
In addition, this influence could affect also the flow computation across the undisturbed
regions. Therefore using of RNG

model is concluded for following study.
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Further to confirm RNG

model, compared distributions of total pressure coefficient on

the main measurement plane, i.e. 20 mm downstream trailing edge, were calculated and
illustrated as Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19: Pitchwise Total Pressure Coefficient for Fully Opened Blades Cascade on 20mm
Downstream of Trailing Edge

In both CFD and measured data, the widths of wake regions are expanded in comparison to
evaluation for the plane located 6 mm downstream. It indicates more pressure loss across the
plane located 20 mm downstream trailing edge which could be caused by more wake
dissipation [46].
However, it illustrates how the total pressure loss defects diminish as the flow moves
downstream. This could be due to the gradual re-energization of the wake by the undisturbed
flow. In the other word, the profiles for 6mm plane maintain the greater pressure defect and
this indicates that the blade has slower wake re-energization on this position.
The under prediction of the results by CFD simulation can be shown still, especially on the
suction side inviscid region. It’s due to high velocity gradients after separation which resulted
in significantly influence of stagnation point anomaly there.
Although a good agreement is observed between CFD and the measured data but a very small
constant offset error is seen in measurement values due to systematic uncertainty.

As shown in Figure 6.20, low degree (5%) closing of blades cascade makes no important
change in the form of
values of

variations in inviscid region of pressure side. But the minimum

are decreased which could be considered as decreasing of the velocity around
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the wake region and its effect on the flow dynamic pressure as a portion of total pressure. It
should be mentioned that forgoing decrement is more acute in case of closing to suction side.
Considering lower velocity and dynamic pressure for this position, it seems reasonable.
The minimum values shifted to pressure side for closing to pressure side (from
to

) and vice versa for closing towards suction side (from

to

). It

could be resulted from forward or backward formation of flow separation on suction side
closely to blade trailing edge.
The progressive extension of the wake region affects the inviscid region of suction side. It is
more pronounced for closing to suction side. In this case, the mentioned extension occurs
typically at

which means more loss in comparison with closing towards pressure

side.

During the flow passage closing to 25%, the width of wake region (i.e. pressure loss) was
increasing. The results show that significant parts of undisturbed regions for both pressure and
suction sides are occupied by the wake region. It causes the extension of pressure defect and
consequently more losses as well. The influence of flow blockage and formation of flow
vortices, mainly the vortex downstream of the backward facing step, could play the main role
in reinforcement of pressure loss in wake region.

The lack of CFD simulation as under prediction of the results, due to stagnation point
anomaly, is shown in inviscid regions of pressure and suction sides also in wake region for all
mentioned positions of closing the blades cascade. Due to augmentation of turbulent
generation by increasing of blades cascade closing and significant sensibility of
turbulence models to it, the weakness of prediction has been intensified in CFD results step by
step.
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Figure 6.20: Pitchwise Total Pressure Coefficients for 5% and 25% Closing to Pressure Side and
Suction Side

Total pressure could be considered principally as the sum of static pressure and dynamic
pressure. Based on CFD results for static pressure coefficients which were formerly described
for high degrees of closing (50% and 75%), changing of total pressure represents more overall
influence of static pressure in case of closing towards pressure side. Although it shows more
influence of dynamic pressure (mainly flow velocity) in case of closing to suction side (see
Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.21).
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However, increasing of closing degree in high level range leads to significant growth in the
magnitude of

value. But, its changes are getting smoother.

Meanwhile in high degrees of closing the blades cascade, velocity gradients, formation of
vortices and turbulent generation are high. Therefore, the progressive under prediction of
CFD simulations for

should be taken into account for judgment the results.

Figure 6.21: Pitchwise Total Pressure Coefficients (CFD) for 50% and 75% Closing to Pressure Side
and Suction Side

6.1.4.2 Comparison in Vicinity of the Blade’s Profile
CFD data for total pressure distributions on blade’s profile for different positions of the blades
cascade are presented in Figure 6.22. It corresponds to fully opened and low degree, mainly
5% closing positions towards pressure side and suction side.
Refer to section 3.2.3, the cutting of the blade is located on

. Therefore as

shown in Figure 6.22, due to closing the blades cascade, total pressure change has no much
variation in upstream of cutting line, especially on blade’s suction side. But downstream of
cutting line, the main total pressure drop mainly total pressure loss occurs on that blade’s
surface which the blades cascade had been closed towards it.
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Figure 6.22: Total Pressure Distributions (CFD) for Fully Opened and 5% Closing to Pressure and
Suction Sides

If considering variation of static pressure on the blade’s surfaces (see section 6.1.3.2) in
parallel with total pressure in Figure 6.22, the main deviation caused by changing of dynamic
pressure could be identified. The reason could be that the significant parts of velocity
gradients and total pressure losses are occurring on the rear part of the blade i.e. downstream
cutting line. Therefore the front part is less effective in loss formation on the blade’s surface.
Variations of total pressure coefficient for 25% closing to pressure as well as suction side are
plotted in Figure 6.23. In both cases, strong jumping of

from front part to rear part is

shown respectively on the pressure and suction sides of the blade.
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Figure 6.23:TotalPressureCoefficients(CFD)onBlade’sProfile for 25% Closing towards Pressure
Side (left) and Suction Side (right)

In case of closing to suction side, the forgoing variation is more sensible on the suction side.
The value of

is lower and the total pressure gradient on the rear suction side is higher. It

results in higher loss on this part.
In both cases, since

represents an approximately constant value (≈zero) on front part of

the blade, it means that the rear part plays the main role in creation of total pressure loss
which caused by blade’s profile. Created loss by flow blockage due to closing the passage
should be separately considered.
Due to increasing the closing degree up to 50% and subsequently 75% towards both
directions, production of the main loss region by rear part could be better realized. It’s shown
in Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.25.
In case of closing to pressure side, the minimum value of
the flow throat region. It’s downstream shifting also to

occurs immediately downstream
for high degrees of closing

(50 and 75 percentages).
CFD results show a flow detachment from the formed surface by the sharp edge of the
backward facing step on pressure side. As shown in Figure 6.24, augmentation of this
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detachment leads to high total pressure gradients. The mentioned event is seen also on the
blade’s suction side in case of closing to suction side, but closer to throat area, mainly at
(see Figure 6.25).

Figure 6.24: Total Pressure Coefficient (CFD)onBlade’sProfile for 50% (left) and 75% (right)
Closing towards Pressure Side

As stated before, by increasing of closing degree,

magnitude is jumping increasingly

around backward facing step i.e. across throttling area. This progressive jumping occurs also
on the surface of the blade’s rear part. But on blade’s front part, it gets more constant (mainly
zero value) on both pressure and suction sides. It’s especially valid in case of closing the
blades cascade towards suction side.
The mentioned progressive behavior of

on the rear part also its jumping across the flow

blockage area could be considered quantitatively and qualitatively as a scale of flow loss on
the blade’s profile. However, in case of closing towards suction side, this behavior is seen
obviously greater and more visible.
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Figure 6.25: Total PressureCoefficients(CFD)onBlade’sProfile for 50% (left) and 75% (right)
Closing towards Suction Side

6.2 Investigation of Pitchwise Mass Averaged Quantities
Periodicity condition during measurements on blades cascade is investigated here using
pitchwise mass averaged parameters. In parallel, comparison of CFD and measured values on
the downstream measurement plane is conducted.
As stated formerly, the measurements for four pitches at the downstream of the blades
cascade were done. In each measurement, different percents of closing the inlet flow passage
of the blades cascade respectively 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 percent in both directions of
pressure side and suction side were considered. Also in each measurement the data of 129
measuring points were being totally recorded. As a priority, selection of a specific blade
among the marked blades in the cascade for further flow study is justified via investigation of
the periodicity condition. Therefore the mass averaged characteristics parameters of the
blades cascade for each degree of closing are calculated through measurement data reduction.
The purposed parameters are exit flow angle, static pressure coefficient, total pressure
coefficient and loss coefficient.
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It should be mentioned that the presented CFD data are corresponded to fully opened, 5, 25,
50 and 75 percentage closing degrees of the blades cascade towards both directions as well.
6.2.1 Calculation of Mass Averaged Quantities
To have a reasonable understanding of the flow field in turbomachinery design, using of mass
averaged parameters of the flow, as evaluation quantities, provides a better possibility to
compare the results on a predefined position of the investigation. Thus, based on local
quantities, the pitchwise mass averaged parameters for exit flow angle, total and static
pressure coefficients are calculated across the measurement plane in this work as follows.

Pitchwise mass averaged exit flow angle is

Pitchwise mass averaged static pressure coefficient is

and pitchwise mass averaged total pressure coefficient is calculated as

where

denotes the pitchwise position for extracting the values of purposed parameters. For

incompressible flow, the density is considered constant.
In order to calculate the forgoing numerical integrals more accurately, in this study, the
interval of integration

is split into N smaller subintervals which are non-uniform. For

both cases of CFD and experimental results, the intervals between subsequent points of data
extraction were non-uniform. Therefore concerning variable widths for trapezoid (see Figure
6.26 ), the composite trapezoidal rule could be applied.
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Figure 6.26: Illustration of the Composite Trapezoidal Rule (with a non-uniform Grid)

For given data

and

the integral could be approximated as

where

6.2.2 Exit Flow Angle
Passing four pitch distances through each measurement, the exit flow angle is shown for four
numbers of the blades in Figure 6.27. Changing of the flow angle at the exit of the blades
cascade follows a decrement behavior through each complete pitch distance. The mentioned
decreasing behavior is valid in case of closing to pressure side as well as in case of closing to
suction side. It means that the exit flow angle is decreasing while the closing percentage of the
passage is increasing from 5% to 30%.
The periodicity condition for each measurement is well shown for each closing percentage.
But for more than 10% closing to suction side, the curves get closer and converge together
especially for blades 4, 5 and 6 but not for blade 7. For closing to pressure side the decreasing
range of the angle for each closing percentage keeps approximately constant. For each closing
percentage the lowest value is allocated to blade 4 and the highest to blade 7 as well.
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Figure 6.27: Mass Averaged Exit Flow Angle for Closing to Pressure and Suction Sides

In both closing cases, mainly to pressure and suction sides, respect to fully opened cascade,
the exit flow angle remains approximately constant up to 10% closing. It’s valid especially in
case of closing to suction side, but after 10% closing, it starts to decrease. Since the slope of
the decreasing in the flow angle in case of closing to suction side is sharper than closing to
pressure side, it could be understood that the flow deflection is highly affected by closing to
suction side comparing with closing to pressure side.
Concerning section 6.1.3.2 about static pressure on the blade’s profile, the decreasing trend of
angle could be explained as being due to the increasingly large pressure difference which
occurs over the rear part of the blade by closing the blades cascade. Although, flow separation
on the suction side near the trailing edge could be also effective.
In velocity triangle, the absolute exit flow angle from stator blades cascade is considered as
inlet flow angle for rotor blades cascade. This angle plays an important role in calculation of
the flow loss in a turbine stage. It could have two effects: firstly the lower

angle has more

inadequate influence on the base profile loss (see section 7.1.1.1) of the stator blade, even
considering zero incidence angles. Secondly, deviation of inlet flow angle from design point
for the rotor blades cascade, which is here in form of decreasing of

angle. It causes an

additional loss on the rotor blade which is due to large incidence angle [8], [28].
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As a result, smaller

angle addresses more loss in the turbine stage. It’s corresponded to the

position of closing towards suction side in this work (see more detail in Chapter 7). Therefore,
closing to pressure side is preferred from this point of view because of larger

angle (see

Figure 6.27).
Meanwhile good agreement could be seen between CFD and experimental data but with an
approximately constant error which is considered as systematic error.
6.2.3 Axial Velocity Density Ratio (AVDR)
The value of AVDR is defined as the ratio of the mass flow rates at the outlet and inlet of the
stream surface as

where ,

and

are velocity, density and angle of the flow. Also the subscripts 0 and 1

represent the value of these parameters respectively at the inlet and outlet of blades cascade.
In this study,
(

is 90° and concerning incompressible flow due to low Mach number

, density is constant. Therefore relation 6.7 could be expressed as

A value of 1.0 is necessary for two dimensionality of the flow through a stream surface.
However changing of AVDR in the experimental blades cascade is a consequence of change in
the axial component of velocity for the flow due to boundary layer effects. Meanwhile, it
could be considered as a measure of axial acceleration
deceleration

or axial

of the flow in blades cascade.

In this way, an aspect ratio of 1.6 or greater is recommended for 2-D blades cascade testing
[33], the aspect ratio of the blades cascade is considered as 1.5 in this work. It could cause the
deviation of AVDR values from 1.0.
The values of AVDR, which were calculated based on CFD and measurements results, are
shown in Figure 6.28. The figure shows that the values of AVDR are close to the value of 1.0
over all closing positions. It seems relatively low deviation from value of 1.0 in the
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measurements data which addresses a low deviation from two-dimensional flow at mid span.
The mentioned deviation is higher in case of closing the blades cascade towards suction side.

Figure 6.28: Axial Velocity Density Ratio at Different Closing Positions of Blades Cascade

On the other side, AVDR is widely used to measure the degree to which the flow stream tubes
in 2-D blades cascade are contracted or expanded [32]. Hence, changing of exit flow angle
due to closing the blades cascade could be better recognized (see Figure 6.27). It could be
caused by changing the axial velocity of the flow upon leaving the blades cascade, which has
decreasing trend in most cases of closing the blades cascade.
Considering different trend of AVDR in Figure 6.27, it can be concluded that the AVDR effect,
in itself, is insufficient to explain changing of the exit flow angle over all closing range of
blades cascade.
From other point of view, all the AVDR values for closing to suction side are in the range of
0.9 and 1. However, it could be considered in investigation of the total pressure loss which is
relatively higher for closing to suction side in comparison with closing to pressure side (see
section 6.2.6).
6.2.4 Static Pressure Coefficient
It can be seen in Figure 6.29 that at each degree of closing to pressure as well as to suction
side the mass averaged value of the static pressure coefficient remains constant for all blades.
It means that, refer to equation 6.1 for calculating of

, the value of mass averaged static

pressure coefficient is independent from blade’s location (or number) in the blades cascade.
Thus, closing the flow passage results in a similar

along the pitches.

Based on Figure 6.29, periodicity condition is also well consisted for static pressure.
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Figure 6.29: Mass Averaged Static Pressure Coefficient for Closing to Pressure and Suction Sides

In both closing cases, mainly towards pressure and suction sides, respect to fully opened
blades cascade,

remains approximately constant up to 10% closing. This is valid

especially in case of closing to suction side; but, after 10% closing, the value of
decrease. The reduction slope of

starts to

in case of closing to suction side seems sharper than

closing to pressure side. It could be understood that the static pressure is more affected by
closing to suction side compared to closing to pressure side.
The corresponded values to similar percentage of the closing to pressure and suction sides
show that the resulted decreasing in static pressure through suction side closing is more than
closing to pressure side. It addresses higher static pressure after closing the flow passage
towards pressure side.
However, a very good agreement between CFD and experimental data is observed especially
for closing towards pressure side. It could be roughly considered as a judgment scale for the
accuracy of CFD simulations.
6.2.5 Total Pressure Coefficient
Figure 6.30 could be used here to investigate the periodicity condition during measurements.
While increasing the closing degree to 20% in both closing directions, the mass averaged
value of

is following a decreasing curve from fully opened position of the blades cascade.

The slope of the curves is approximately similar for both cases.
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Concerning similar degree of closing, the values of

for closing to pressure side are

generally higher than corresponded values for closing to suction side.
The measured values for blade 7, mainly for closing to suction side, are far away from the
related values of the other blades. This shows the high effect of the shear flow and pressure
gradient resulted from boundary layer on this blade.
The periodicity condition is, however, damaged by increasing of the closing degree of the
flow passage in the blades cascade.

Figure 6.30: Mass Averaged Total Pressure Coefficient for Closing to Pressure and Suction
Sides

In case of closing to pressure side, the maximum values of

are related to blade 6 which is

located in an intermediate position of the blades cascade. But in case of closing to suction
side, the maximum value is related to blade 4. Since, the closer blades to boundary walls, i.e.
blades 4 and 7, are normally supposed to higher boundary layer effect and shear flow resulted
from higher velocity gradients. Thus, changing of the total pressure seems more reasonable in
case of closing to suction side. In the other word, higher decreasing of

value is predictable

by this condition.

In the range of 20% to 30% closing degree, in case of closing to suction side,

follows the

normal decreasing procedure for blade 7 also for the other blades. It remains approximately
constant for shifting from 20% to 25% and then decreases in range of 25% to 30% closing. It
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seems reasonable by increasing the closing degree. But there is an increment in

value for

25% closing to pressure side.
The mentioned abnormal change in

could be caused by the local pressure gradient on the

blade’s profile. It’s due to locally flow deceleration or acceleration.

Figure 6.31: CFD and Measurements for Mass Averaged Total Pressure Coefficients

By investigation of periodicity condition through measurement results, the blade 6 was
selected for experimental data extraction. The main reason was the lowest uncertainties
caused by this blade. These data are compared with CFD data in Figure 6.31.
However, very good agreement could be seen between CFD and measurement data of

in

range of 0 to 30 % closing towards pressure side and suction side as well. In addition, CFD
simulations show a progressive decrease in

for high degree closing of the blades cascade,

mainly more than 50%, in both directions.
6.2.6 Loss Coefficient
The loss coefficient can be calculated through [42]
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where:
: Loss coefficient
: Pitchwise mass averaged total pressure coefficient
: Pitchwise mass averaged exit flow angle
: Inlet flow angle, which is replaced for 90° in this work.

The calculated loss coefficients for different closing degrees towards pressure side and
suction side are plotted in Figure 6.32.
It’s well recognized in this figure that the maximum values for loss coefficients corresponds
to blade 7 and the minimum one to blade 4.
In both closing directions, the loss coefficient is increasing for closing degrees up to 15%.
Higher than 20% closing towards pressure side, the loss coefficient decreases for 25% closing
and subsequently follows the increasing procedure. But in case of closing to suction side, it is
continuously decreasing except of blade 7.

Figure 6.32: Loss Coefficient for Closing to Pressure and Suction Sides

Figure 6.33 shows the measurement and CFD data for loss coefficient.
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Figure 6.33: CFD and Measurements Data for Loss Coefficient

Very good agreement between CFD and measured data for loss coefficients is seen in
measurement range (0 to 30%). Although, CFD data represent a progressive increase in loss
parameter for high closing degrees to pressure side (more than 50%). It could be seen also
approximately in all range of closing to suction side. However closing towards pressure side
contains lower values and smoother loss profile which is more favorable by the designer.
In parallel, as shown in Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33, comparing the loss coefficient values for
similar degree of closing to both directions, it could be extracted that closing to suction side
causes higher losses. Therefore closing to pressure side is also preferred, especially for less
than 25% closing of the flow passage.

Detailed study about loss coefficient was performed in Chapter 7 of this work.

As a short conclusion:

Based on the last interpretations for periodicity conditions in the measured blades cascade
with different closing degrees, selection of blades 4 and 7 is not recommended. They are
supposed to high uncertain flow characteristics.
Therefore using of blade 5 or 6 to identify the flow characteristics and further interpretation is
dominant.
Also based on pitchwise mass averaged data for flow characteristics, closing the flow passage
towards pressure side is preferred.
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Flow Characteristics of Rotary Valve

In this chapter the flow characteristics of the purposed rotary valve are investigated. The total
pressure loss coefficient is studied here in detail. To this end, the effective parameters in
formation of losses are analytically surveyed. Subsequently using CFD and experimental
results which were discussed through previous chapters, a semi empirical model is presented
for loss correlation. For this purpose, firstly the loss coefficient in fully opened position of
blades cascade is studied. In the following the effect of closing the blades cascade on the flow
loss is considered. The exit flow angle is predicted as well applying resulted data for different
closing positions of rotary valve.

7.1 Losses in Fully Opened Position
In the concept of energy conversion, both in the individual blades cascade and in the stage or
for the whole machine, the losses are considered as the effective factor in the efficiency. In
the following, the causes and magnitudes of the individual losses are presented in more detail.
The sum of these losses determines the efficiency value of blades cascade.
A distinction is made between internal losses in the working fluid that change the state
characteristics and external losses which do not affect the state characteristics.
The internal losses are categorized as the primary flow losses on blades including, leakage
losses in the gaps between the rotating and stationary parts in different stages and the losses
due to the friction and fan loss of the rotational parts. All of these losses increase the heat
content of the working fluid. The heat losses at the external surfaces of the machine are
negligible. As an external loss of working fluid, there is a kind of loss which is resulted from
the passing of the shaft through the casing wall also leakage in the control devices. Other
external losses are the mechanical losses in the bearings and gears.
Generally the accuracy of estimation of the total loss depends on the possibility of dividing it
into those individual losses which could be defined through the general applicable regulations
and reliable experiments. Even if it is estimated roughly by an individual loss, this will have
only a weak influence in the total result.
A significant portion of the losses in the stage are the losses in blades cascade. These losses
are generated by friction at the surfaces of the blades and on the boundary walls through
separation zones also gas-dynamic shocks at supersonic velocities.
A theoretical way to calculate the losses is that the displacement and momentum thicknesses
of the boundary layer are calculated by assumption of inviscid velocity distribution along the
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profile contour. Then the viscous flow around the profile can be replaced by an ideal inviscid
flow through a blades cascade whose profiles were enlarged by the displacement thicknesses
of the boundary layer. The losses in the blades cascade with viscous flow can be determined
by differentiating of total pressure at downstream of the blades cascade relative to the basic
pressure.
In addition to a theoretical calculation, it’s always necessary to use experimental results. The
experimental analysis of the losses is made by exact measurement of the flow field in static
blades cascade model and applying of appropriate method for averaging. In addition, the
results of measurements should be applied for rotational model stages or for whole of the
machine.
Since the kinematics of loss formation in stator and rotor blades is absolutely similar, thus,
is used as the efficiency factor for both cases.
The loss in an acceleration or deceleration blades cascade, which operates as a stator or rotor,
could be extracted from

wherein,

is loss coefficient.

Different methods to estimate losses in turbomachines have been suggested by several authors
up to now. In this study, a simple prediction model is used wherein the loss coefficient is
divided into the following terms [39],

The profile loss

is a result of the boundary layer formation on the profile surface and the

energy dissipation by the flow separation from the trailing edge and the endwall loss

is a

consequence of the formation of boundary layers on the side boundary walls and their
interference with the profile boundary layers.
However, the total loss of blades cascade depends on the shape of cascade, the surface
roughness, the Reynolds number and the Mach number as well, wherein the Mach number
primarily affects the

part.

To define the Reynolds number, the chord length of a blade profile is generally used. For very
small blade heights, it seems also reasonable to form the Reynolds number using the hydraulic
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diameter and compare the influence of Reynolds number with that in pipe flow. In the
following, the Reynolds numbers which are formed by the chord length are used for stator and
rotor blades cascade.
;

wherein,

and

are considered as exit flow velocity respectively from stator and rotor

blades cascade, is kinematic viscosity and

is chord length.

Reynolds and Mach number are calculated respectively at the exit for accelerating blades
cascade and at the inlet for decelerating blades cascade.
In specific cases with low Reynolds number, mainly

, the following correction

is applied in calculation of total loss coefficient of the blades cascade as the sum of profile
and endwall losses [12].

The surface roughness of the blades as an important parameter in loss calculation is affected
by manufacturing method, by the working fluid, by the deposits of dust, by salt included
steam and erosion. Since the roughness measure could not be indicated as a geometric value,
an equivalent sand roughness

is specified. It indicates the diameter size of sand grains

glued on a surface with the densely packed shape which has the same effect as the considered
surface.
A sand roughness
Smaller roughness of

of about 0.01 mm gives a typical operating condition in a cascade.
mm even up to 0.001 mm by milling or by finishing the

blade surface could be achieved. But during the operation, this good surface condition could
not be maintained. The relative sand roughness
entered in the calculation. In standard designs:
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7.1.1 Profile Loss
Due to some manufacturing and stability reasons, the blade profiles could not be used always
in full efficiency, as it would be theoretically desired. Also the trailing edge of the blade has a
limitation of certain minimum thickness. The sudden expansion of the flow channel upon
leaving the blades cascade causes additional energy dissipation.
The mentioned effects on the profile loss are determined via following approach

where
: The basic loss coefficient
: The trailing edge loss coefficient
: Correlation Factor for consideration of fan loss
: Coefficient of unfavorable inlet flow angle (incidence angle)
: Correlation factor for the Mach number
: Coefficient of the non-uniformity of the flow.
7.1.1.1 Basic Loss Coefficient
Mainly the basic loss coefficient of the profile depends on the deflection angle. Since, there is
the danger of boundary layer separation which results in increased losses, the profile shape is
always chosen so that high deceleration and very high pressure increasing in the boundary
layer could be avoided as possible. In case of strongly accelerated flow, increasing of the local
pressure in boundary layer is less. Consequently, at the same deflection angles, the losses of
the accelerating blades cascades are less than impulse or decelerating blades cascades.
The acceleration in a stator blades cascade is characterized by the ratio of

Depending on the stagger angle of the blade, it could be achieved an accelerated, uniform or
decelerated flow with same deflection angle. Therefore, the losses are not dependent only on
the deflection angle of the blade’s profile, but are also dependent on the flow angle as well. In
practice, the exit flow angle of the blades cascade is mainly used. For turbine blades cascade,
it is usually considered in the range of

to
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Figure 7.1 gives some information regarding the magnitude of the basic loss coefficients
for well designed blades cascades with optimal design for leading edge (zero incidence). The
profiles have sharp trailing edges as well. The curves are based on the corresponded range for
turbine blades cascade (positive deflection) which have been extracted from different
experimental and computational results and represent the average values.

Figure 7.1: Basic Loss Coefficient, depending on Profile’sDeflection Angle and Exit Flow Angle with
Zero Incidence [42],

;

; Ma≈0.6)

Since the parameters of profile thickness and stagger angle have much more pronounced
effect on the losses in deceleration blades cascades, compressor blade cascades are much
more sensitive to small changes of these parameters than a turbine blades cascade. However,
in the range of averaged curves for compressor blades cascade in Figure 7.1, these parameters
could give only a qualitative illustration for the conditions of decelerated deflection.
7.1.1.2 Trailing Edge Loss Coefficient
The separation loss on the trailing edge

depends mainly on the thickness of the trailing

edge. It is also affected by the details of shape forming. This parameter could be calculated
through relation 7.8, wherein the factor of
and

depends on the deflection angle of the profile

is the thickness of trailing edge (see Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2: Effect of Flow Deflection on Factor

[42]

7.1.1.3 Fan Loss Coefficient
The fan loss is due to the fact that the blade spacing is not constant over the radius. If the
straight blades cascade is bent circularly i.e., the blades do not longer get parallel, then the
blade pitch would increase from hub to tip. Therefore, in addition to corresponding change in
the circumferential velocity, a different flow incidence is established on the blade’s surface,
which causes an additional loss entitled fan loss. The fan loss is highly affected by the blade
span to diameter ratio and is increasing with increasing span to diameter ratio. It is also
affected by the velocity ratio and is decreasing with increasing velocity ratio. The correlation
factor

is included in the blades cascade loss as follow [39].

If the blades are well rounded on the leading edge, they would be insensitive to change the
direction in the inlet (usually in case of reaction blades cascade). In this case the value of
is considered approximately 4.0. But, for sensitive case i.e. blades cascade with large
deflection (impulse blades cascade),

is replaced approximately for 6.0. In turbines, the fan

loss in blades cascade with length ratios less than

is practically negligible. Longer

blades are also made twisted to avoid the fan loss.
7.1.1.4 Non-Uniformity Loss Coefficient
The basic loss coefficient

is obtained from flow investigations on a steady parallel inflow.

If the flow uniformity for the blades cascade in the stage was disturbed then a vortex
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wake region is forming behind each blade. It causes the relative inflow for the subsequent
passing blades cascade with periodic change in velocity and direction. The kinetic energy
caused by the fluctuation part of the flow vortex in the blades cascade is extracted as loss.
The energy content of the total resulting vortex field can be calculated from its potential. The
correlation factor for loss of the blades cascade is:
For rotor:

For stator:

wherein,
factor of

or

is the amount of fluctuation of inflow velocity to the blades cascade. The

depends on the geometrical sizes. In case of high axial spacing for two blades

cascades, the loss will be less. Because, by increasing of the distance from downstream of
stator blades, the intensity of fluctuation decreases. In the reaction stages,

is usually small,

because of using the rotor blades, which are less sensitive to changes in the inflow angle.
Experimental results for fluctuation loss factor

as a function of axial clearance ratio and

flow coefficient in turbine stages with a small degree of reaction are shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Fluctuation Loss Factor
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7.1.1.5 Incidence Loss Coefficient
It can sometimes occur that the inflow to the blades cascade is not even at the design point at
optimal direction. Normally, this occurs in case of design point with deviation from operating
conditions. It leads to an additional change in contact cross-section or velocity of the flow on
the leading edge. It causes an energy dissipation which is proportional to the entrance energy
and its amount depends on the subsequent velocity ratio.

Figure 7.4: Influence of Deviation from the Optimal Inlet Flow Angle [42]

The effect of incidence angle on the blade’s profile loss of the turbine blades cascades is
shown in Figure 7.4.
Curve

corresponds to a well rounded thick profile which is very insensitive to changes in

inflow direction. The region b is related to the thin or sharp turbine profiles.
7.1.1.6 Mach Number Loss Coefficient
The Mach number correction factor takes into account how the exit Mach number affects the
profile losses. The effect of the Mach number is noticeable for
however in compressors for

in the turbine,

. Since exit Mach number through this study is

considered less than 0.3, the correlation factor for Mach number is not included in loss
calculations [39].
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Figure 7.5: Correlation Factor

Figure 7.5 shows variation of correlation factor

for High Mach Numbers [42]

corresponded to Mach number at different

pitch to chord ratios.
7.1.2 Endwall loss
Additional losses occur on the endwalls as a result of friction and deflection. The frictional
component of this endwall loss corresponds to the pipe friction losses on the approximately
cylindrical endwalls. In the blade channel, a pressure gradient exists from the pressure side of
a blade to the suction side of the other blade. There is balance between pressure forces and
centrifugal forces in the undisturbed flow region due to curvature of flow streamlines and the
prevailing velocity.
In the boundary layer the velocity is smaller, so the centrifugal force and pressure gradient
forces

are not kept balanced.

This

leads to

a perpendicular

cross-flow to

the

main

flow direction which is indicated in the lower part of Figure 7.6 by arrows. This lateral
movement causes the counter-rotating cross-flow vortices which leave the edges. The
mentioned process causes the so-called secondary losses.
The secondary flow and formation of vortex result in mixing and dissipation of energy. The
losses will be caused by the mixing of the secondary flow with the main flow also by
formation of the secondary vortex and the counter vortex and interaction between the vortices.
In addition, the indirect effect such as interaction of secondary flow with the wall and the
blade boundary layer and wake results in additional losses.
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Figure 7.6: Secondary Flows in the Region of the Endwalls. Turbine (left), Compressor (right)

The losses due to this source are usually lumped together with the annulus wall boundary
layer losses and budgeted under “endwall loss”. The source of loss mechanisms is viscous and
turbulent mixing and dissipation. Endwall losses usually include losses due to annulus wall
boundary layer which are almost invariable three-dimensional in nature. The threedimensional boundary layer does account for the secondary flow. The growth of endwall
boundary layer and mixing, along with the dissipative mechanisms associated with them,
result in additional losses. Endwall losses change across the blade height as shown
in Figure 7.7. For sufficiently long blades
proportional to

the endwall losses are assumed

ratio.

Figure 7.7: a) Endwall Loss across the Blade Height; b) Correction Factor F
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The endwall loss is calculated as

where

is pitch and

is the blade length also

as a correction factor which is determined

through Figure 7.7.
7.1.3 Comparison with Ainley and Mathieson Model
As formerly mentioned, different models have been suggested up to now to predict the losses
in blades cascade. Among these models, the method of Ainley and Mathieson [8] is
considered here to compare the results of this study in fully opened position of the blades
cascade.
As shown in Figure 7.8, the measured value for profile loss in fully opened position of blades
cascade in this work is adapted very good with suggested prediction by Ainley and Mathieson
i.e.

Figure 7.8: Profile Loss Coefficients of Turbine Nozzle [8]

Corresponded values of pitch to chord ratio and exit flow angle for this study are respectively
considered as 0.8 and 19.5° (respected to tangential direction i.e. 70.5° respected to axial
direction of blades cascade).
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7.2 Additional Loss Due to Change in Flow Area
This is a local pressure loss that appears in a fluid which is undergoing a change in flow area.
This loss is defined as the ratio of the total energy lost over the given segment to the kinetic
energy in the section. Concerning modification of Bernoulli equation to include the losses:

wherein the reference area shown in this relation is given based on the smallest cross sectional
area of the component hence the largest velocity.
7.2.1 Expansion Loss
A transition from one cross sectional area to another causes flow losses. This transition may
be an abrupt transition or a gradual transition. A schematic of gradual expansion/contraction
in cross sectional area is shown in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: Gradual Expansion/Contraction

In case of expansion by small angle i.e.

, the streamlines follow a gradual trend to

expand due to smooth area changing, so the local pressure loss for an incompressible flow is
calculated as [21], [1]

where:
, which is expansion angle,

is small area and
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As seen in forgoing equation, the flow loss depends on expansion angle

in addition to area

ratio.
For

, the smooth flow expansion could be approximated well by an abrupt or sudden

expansion of the cross-sectional area which gives rise to so-called “shock” losses. The local
pressure loss due to this “shock” depends only on the cross sectional area ratio

and is

represented as

The area ratio of

is less than 1.0.

In this case, the jet formed due to sudden expansion is separated from the remaining flow and
forms a significant turbulence by the vortices near the wall surfaces. In addition, the slower
fluid particles near the walls tend to stagnate and disturb the theoretical (ideal) streamlines.
This causes an energy loss. The separation of the flow from the walls also occurs and causes
an additional energy loss.
In this investigation a gradual conical expansion between cross sectional areas of

and

for different degrees of closing the blades cascade mainly towards pressure side and suction
side is theoretically considered, wherein the expansion angle for more than 45° is well
justified. Therefore using of sudden expansion phenomena to calculate the expansion loss is
recognized.
is considered proportional to the open flow passage between two blades which is directly
corresponded to the percentage of closing degree
half pitch

. So

where
: Width of the rectangular cross sectional area
: Pitch
: Closing percentage of the blades cascade
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is considered proportional to
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The calculated loss coefficients for different degrees of closing the blades cascade are plotted
in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10: Expansion Loss Coefficient vs. Closing Degree

Positive values of
values of

correspond to the case of closing towards pressure side and negative

show the related values to the closing towards suction side.

As shown in the Figure 7.10, the curve of loss coefficient follows a second order polynomial
of

and doesn’t depend on the direction of closing the blades cascade. It means that the flow

expansion for both cases of closing the passage is considered theoretically symmetric.
7.2.2 Contraction Loss
When the cross section contracts gradually, the phenomenon is basically similar to that
observed when losses occur during expansion. But in a convergent section, the flow losses are
small since the pressure gradient is in the same direction as the flow. Particles of fluid near
the walls are continually accelerated by this pressure gradient, so that flow is maintained even
in the close vicinity of the walls.
For low contraction angle i.e.

, the following equation could be used for loss

calculation as [21], [1]

Considering high contraction angle i.e.

, the loss coefficient is
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As shown in Figure 7.9 for contraction from

to

, the local loss depends on

angle and

area ratio

as well.

The larger

and smaller area ratio, the stronger is the flow separation and higher the pressure

losses. Pressure losses are at maximum for the limiting case

, which is sudden

contraction.
In this investigation, considering gradual conical contraction from
theoretical contraction angle
calculated. The value of

to

in Figure 7.11, the

for different directions of closing the blades cascade are

is respectively 114.36° and 124.71° for closing towards pressure

side and suction side. However, relation 7.19 should be adapted to calculate the contraction
loss in both cases.

Figure 7.11: Contraction Angels for Closing to Pressure and Suction Sides

The contraction was purposed to take place between inlet area

as the large cross sectional

area which was assumed proportional to the pitch distance of blades cascade
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and

as the
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smaller cross sectional area. It is considered proportional to the open flow passage between
two blades in different closing positions

of blades cascade.

where
: Width of the rectangular cross sectional area
: Pitch
: Closing percentage of the blades cascade
The contraction loss coefficients for different degrees of closing the blades cascade are plotted
in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12: Contraction Loss Coefficient vs. Closing Degree

Positive values of
values of

correspond to the case of closing towards pressure side and negative

show the related values to the closing towards suction side.

As shown in Figure 7.12, the curve of loss coefficient in case of closing to pressure side
differs from the corresponded curve to closing towards suction side. It means that concerning
same value for degree of closing towards both directions of closing, theoretically flow
contraction results in unequal loss coefficient. So that in case of closing to suction side, the
resulted loss due to flow contraction is relatively higher. But, it should be mentioned that only
a weak influence of different closing directions is seen in Figure 7.12 .
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Finally, the total additional loss resulted from flow area changed for different degrees of
closing the passage is calculated as the sum of expansion and contraction losses i.e.

Changing of additional loss is shown in Figure 7.13. Positive values of
case of closing towards pressure side and negative values of

correspond to the

show the related values to the

closing towards suction side.

Figure 7.13: Additional Loss Coefficient vs. Closing Degree

7.3 Semi Empirical Model for Loss Coefficient
Here, a one-dimensional semi empirical model is suggested wherein various flow
disturbances by blades cascade are considered. Testing is the base for empirical model, where
the influence of the blade and cascade geometry on the losses has been represented. These
experimental results are then interpreted in a physical sense to be interpolated also for other
flow and geometrical conditions.
The given model is a combination of experimental data from linear blades cascade in the wind
tunnel and theoretical data in different closing positions of the flow passage. Therefore, the
model is based on the turbine blades cascade characteristics. So, the total loss coefficient is
split into the flow loss at fully opened position and the additional loss due to changing flow
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passage of blades cascade. The effect of sudden expansion and gradual contraction of the flow
is included in the model for additional loss, which was discussed in section 7.2.
The relation 7.23 is suggested to predict the loss coefficient for different closing positions of
blades cascade.

where

is considered as the closing degree and

is the flow loss in fully opened position

of blades cascade (see section 7.1 for details). The loss coefficients of

and

are

respectively replaced for expansion and contraction loss due to changing the flow passage.
With aim of curve fitting, the suggested loss model in relation 7.23 is approximated by
measured data. Therefore, concerning closing direction of the flow passage, the influence
function of additional losses as

) is represented as

Figure 7.14 shows a good agreement between corresponded curves to semi empirical model
and resulted data. The mentioned agreement is well justified in low range of closing the
blades cascade (

), especially in case of closing towards pressure side which is

got mainly purposed in this work.
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Figure 7.14: Total Loss Coefficient vs. Closing Degree

It should be mentioned that because of operating limitation for the wind tunnel in this work, it
was impossible to run it in high closing degrees of blades cascade. However, due to lack of
measurement data in mentioned range for closing the flow passage, the corresponded CFD
data from simulations are used in the range of

and

for curve fitting.

7.4 Exit Flow Angle from Blades Cascade
In order to predict exit flow angle

, steam turbine designers have made much use of the

simple sine rule as

where,

is the opening at the throat and

is the pitch. This widely used rule gives a very

good approximation to measured pitch wise averaged flow angles. In this work, the calculated
exit flow angle for fully opened position of the blades cascade is 19.53°.
The measured data for exit flow angle

on the measurement plane (located at 20 mm from

trailing edge) are shown in Figure 7.15 for closing of blades cascade to respectively pressure
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and suction side. Regarding out of measurement range

, the CFD calculated data

which correspond to the pitch wise averaged exit flow angles are considered. As stated before,
a systematic measurement error

is uniformly observed in measuring of exit flow

angles for different cases of closing degrees. Therefore the mentioned error is subtracted from
the measured values of exit flow angle. Subsequently, in each case of closing direction, a
polynomial with constant coefficients could be fitted to the data as

Table 7.1 represents the constant coefficients for both cases of closing as shown
in Figure 7.15.

Coefficient
Closing to
Pressure
Side

19.53

Closing to
Suction
Side

19.504 22.691

9.989

-138

425.83

-803.84

779.81

-293.32

-306.95

856.87

-970.23

378.11

0

Table 7.1: Fitted Polynomials Coefficients

The fitted curves correspond to a six order polynomial for closing towards pressure side and a
five order polynomial for closing towards suction side (see Figure 7.15). Very good
agreement is seen between fitted curves and the resulted data to predict the exit flow angle.
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Figure 7.15: Exit Flow Angle vs. Closing Degree (towards Pressure Side and Suction Side)

Therefore, the value of exit flow angle in each closing degree could be calculated through

Concerning Figure 7.16, closing degree of blades cascade could be defined through

where,
: Flow passage closing length
: Length of cutting line (in this study,

)
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Figure 7.16: Closing Degree of Blades Cascade

Since it is inverse proportional to half pitch

as the length of the cutting line on the blade, all

of the prediction relations for loss coefficient and exit flow angles could be simply formulated
based on pitch length as well. Therefore they could be generalized dependent on geometrical
characteristic parameter of blades cascade e.g. pitch length.
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Conclusion and Outlook

Different mechanisms for controlling the amount of extraction steam flow for industrial steam
turbines were reviewed. Most of them are working using throttling valves which are complex
and with high flow loss. Due to simplicity in construction and design, an alternative control
mechanism so called “rotary sliding valve” was discussed in this work. The presented
construction of rotary valve is considered as nozzle blades cascade in low pressure stage of
the turbine, whose blades have been modified as regulating nozzle. For this purpose, the front
part of the blade’s profile shall be cut and got movable in circumferential direction to fulfill
closing the flow passage. In order to select the suitable blade’s profile, different blades
geometries were surveyed with regard to justify the nozzle blades characteristics as turning
angle and geometrical size of the blade’s leading edge. As a result, the existed T100 blade
was selected for cutting. Concerning Zweifel criterion for optimal sizes of blades cascade, the
propose blades cascade was designed with pitch length value of 80 mm.
Based on fulfillment the compatibility condition of maximum bending deflections for fixed
and moving parts of blade, position of the cutting line on blade’s profile was identified.
The flow characteristics were investigated applying numerical simulations as well as
experimental measurement for different closing positions of blades cascade.
As CFD investigation, different models for blades cascade were created, depending on closing
degree of rotary valve. Mainly fully opened, 5, 25, 50 and 75% closing positions of blades
cascade towards pressure and suction sides were developed. In fully opened position, various
models with different inlet boundary conditions and different

turbulence models were

applied concerning viscous compressible and incompressible flow. The goal was to select the
best turbulence model for further simulations. It was resulted from comparison of CFD and
existed measurement data for flow characteristics parameters on blade’s profile. Also, the data
across the measurement plane which located 6 mm downstream trailing edge of the blades
were compared. Concerning minimum deviation of results, mainly for total pressure
coefficient, the compressible RNG

model was chosen for next simulations.

Subsequently, flow simulations for relatively closing positions of blades cascade were done.
The resulted data on the plane located 20 mm downstream trailing edge were extracted by
post processing.
For experimental study, the test facilities were designed as different fixed and moving parts.
In addition, the ‘L’ profiles were used to connect fixed part to wind tunnel also for connection
of down and upstream parts of the cut blades which had been constructed by external
manufacturer.
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To provide relative closing position for blades cascade, the moving part (downstream part)
could be relocated manually in circumferential direction. However, zero axial clearance was
being considered between two parts of blades cascade during displacements. The flow
measurements on linear cascade wind tunnel were being carried out by pitchwise traversing of
3-Hole probe across the purpose measurement planes, located 50 mm or 20 mm downstream
trailing edge. Data reduction showed satisfaction of periodicity condition for all
measurements.
CFD and measurement results have shown good agreement for exit flow angle across
measurement plane (20 mm downstream trailing edge). For degree of closing less than 25% to
both directions, exit flow angle follows decreasing trend on the inviscid region of pressure
side, but increasing on the suction side. In the wake region, a deviation is observed for exit
flow angle which caused by high velocity gradients. The mentioned deviation is augmented
through closing the flow passage. It could be the effect of formation of the vortex downstream
of the backward facing step and its influence on the velocity gradients. During increasing of
the closing degree,

is remaining increasingly on the suction side. But, on the pressure side,

it follows a variant trend. The corresponded values of pitchwise mass averaged exit flow
angle are decreasing while the rotary valve is closing to both directions. But the slope of
decreasing curve is higher for closing towards suction side.
Through investigation of exit flow velocity ratio, development of the boundary layer thickness
on inviscid sides is observed upon closing to both directions. For each closing direction, it
shows the expansion of wake region to the direction which the blades cascade had been closed
towards it.
Pitchwise static pressure coefficient is showing increasingly trend on inviscid region of
pressure side as well as suction side. Also the deviating trend could be seen in wake region,
which is augmented due to increasing of closing degree, especially towards suction side.
However, very good agreement is seen between CFD and measured data. In addition, CFD
data corresponded to static pressure distribution on blade’s profile show smooth behavior on
upstream surfaces, jumping around cutting line and high deviation on the downstream part of
the blade. By increasing of closing degree, the position of flow separation on blade’s suction
side is downstream shifting to trailing edge, especially for closing towards suction side. Also,
the maximum value of differential static pressure between pressure and suction side is
increasing during closing of blades cascade. It means more decreasing in exit flow angle,
which is higher in case of closing to suction side. Very good agreement is seen between CFD
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and measurement for pitchwise mass averaged data of static pressure coefficient, which could
confirm accuracy of CFD approach.
To study total pressure coefficient on measurement plane located downstream trailing edge,
the width of wake region could be considered. This study shows width increasing for wake
region through closing of blades cascade. So that, significant parts of inviscid regions, starting
from suction side, are occupied by wake region through increasing of closing degree. In
parallel, the magnitude of minimum value for total pressure coefficient is increasing. These
effects are higher in case of closing to suction side. From the other point of view, the over
prediction of results by CFD simulations because of stagnation point anomaly should not be
neglected. Due to progressive flow acceleration by increasing the closing degree, this effect is
intensively observed for high closing degrees. The pitchwise mass averaged values for total
pressure coefficient follow a decreasing trend during increasing of closing degree to both
directions. A discrepancy is observed in range of 20% to 25% closing towards pressure side
which could be caused by a local pressure gradient.
In vicinity of the blade’s profile, CFD shows that the main deviation for total pressure occurs
on rear part of the blade, i.e. downstream cutting line. Meanwhile, for each degree of closing,
the total pressure coefficients on suction as well as pressure side are approximately constant
on the front part of the blade, i.e. upstream cutting line. Therefore the main total pressure drop
is forming on the rear part. In case of closing to suction side, the magnitude values of total
pressure coefficient are generally higher.
In parallel, the trend of loss coefficient is incremental for closing of rotary valve towards
pressure side. As stated before, a discrepancy is also observed in range of 20% to 25%. This
increasing trend takes place similarly for closing to suction side up to 15% closing degree.
However, the measurement results show different decreasing trend in range of 15% to 30%
closing degree, which could be due to higher influence of lower exit flow angle for this case.
Through this work, investigation of optimum moving direction (towards suction or pressure
side) for rotary valve resulted in better flow characteristics, mainly lower total pressure loss,
for closing to pressure side.
For calculation of the rotary valve flow characteristics, the loss coefficient and exit flow angle
were studied. So that, together with CFD and experimental approaches, an analytical
investigation was conducted to define the involving factors in loss coefficient for rotary valve.
Consequently, a semi empirical model was suggested for loss coefficient, which consists of
corresponded loss factor in fully opened position of rotary valve and the influence of
additional losses through closing the flow passage. Nevertheless, additional losses are
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approximated by gradual contraction and sudden expansion of flow due to changing of
closing position for rotary valve. The presented model gives a good approximation to the
predicted loss coefficient, especially for closing of rotary valve towards pressure side which is
preferred closing direction.
Using CFD and measured data for each closing direction, changing of exit flow angle from
rotary valve was subsequently approximated by the polynomial curves, depending on closing
degree.

For future tasks, following proposals are recommended to implement.

1- Investigation in 3D case (numerical simulation, experimental measurement),
considering of 3D effect (secondary flow…)
2- Selection of other blade profile to study with completely optimal geometry for nozzle
blade
3- Concerning the axial clearance between downstream and upstream parts of the cut
blade in flow parameters investigation
4- Using other mesh generator, which allows creation of better mesh quality especially
for near wall meshing
5- Considering compressibility effect through study
6- Measuring static pressure distribution on blade’s profile
7- Applying other measurement techniques (Hotwire anemometry, Laser Doppler
anemometry (LDA)…)
8- Study the effects of rotary valve control on performance of low pressure stage as well
as for whole the steam turbine (efficiencies….)
9- Measurement for high closing degree of rotary valve in the wind tunnel, mainly higher
than 30% closing degree
10- Comparison of using rotary valve with other control mechanisms, mainly throttling
valve or nozzle group control, with regard to efficiency and loss coefficient
11- Applying other turbulence models (

model, RSM, LES…)

12- Considering non-gradual contraction and expansion for additional loss, mainly
applying geometrical characteristics of the cut blade (curvature…) to calculate the
local loss coefficient
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Appendix

A Construction Drawings of Blades Cascade
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